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introduction
THE DISCREET CHARM OF THE PRECARIAT
by Akseli Virtanen

An anecdote recounts that, during one of Félix Guattari’s visits to São Paulo, he was politely asked 
to temper his somewhat cliquey use of language, for example by avoiding resorting to neologisms 
so frequently.1 Otherwise, his audience might mistake him for a member of some small sect, it was 
explained. Guattari’s response was calm: Inventing concepts was an adventure. And the concepts 
he had invented, his little machines, were his personal adventure. They were not some kind of 
means of communication or marketing tools. He added that in treading the path of an independent 
life, as his own, one was often lonely, accompanied perhaps only by an echo or occasionally a few 
friends.  
Then, after a moment of silence, he suddenly asked: what would life be, if we could not invent new 
words and concepts?
In his wonderful and penultimate book Qu’est-ce que la philosophie, written together with Gilles 
Deleuze, he spells it out even more clearly: the task of philosophy is to create new concepts, new 
little machines.
But how does one recognize a new concept or a new little machine? According to Deleuze, one rec-
ognizes it from that it is a little odd and that it is necessary. And this occurs only when it responds to 
a real problem.
I think Deleuze’s distinction between a real and a false problem is very important, but unfortunate-
ly we don’t have more room to dwell on it here.2 In the following, I try to outline some of the partial 
components of what I consider to be one of today’s real problems, and how Guattari’s little ma-
chines could respond to it.
That it should fall to me to record these thoughts at this time is purely accidental. These notes are 
simply a partial and inadequate expression of ideas which emerged slowly and silently from the 
research carried out by the Mollecular Organization and Guattari Master Class at the School of 
Economics and Future Art Base in Helsinki.

1  Pelbart, Peter Pál (1994) Un droit au silence. Félix Guattari: Textes et entretiens. Vol. 2. Chiméres, 23, pp. 169–178.
2  Perhaps it is enough to say for our purposes here that if the articulation of a “problem” focuses only on its visible expression we 
end up, like in a labyrinth, again and again in the same place where had just left. See Deleuze, Gilles (1966) Le Bergsonisme. Press-
es Universitaires de France.
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The very essence of semiocapitalist accumulation is that it does not restrict itself to the sphere of 
economic surplus value, but that it uses all possible means of capture and management of subjec-
tive abilities and powers, of appropriation and modulation of a subject’s time, desire and creativi-
ty. It does not operate so much at the level of our actual actions in particular space and time (actual 
working tasks, working places and working times), but rather sinks its teeth directly into the mo-
lecular, aleatory, the uncertain and indeterminate still in the process of becoming. That is why the 
question of      “becoming” (like in Kafka), the question of the possible in my own life, the question of 
creating my own problems, interferes directly with the essence of semiocapitalist accumulation.
By extending the structures and risks of production into structures of subjectivity, meaning, desire 
and relationships, semiocapitalism has expanded the ecological crises into our mental and social 
environments. The question of the ecology of the incorporeal “species” of thoughts, desires, feel-
ings, states of mind and modes of cooperation is as pressing a problem as the ecology of the natural 
world.
Positing the question of the virtual ecology does not imply curling up into oneself nor giving up po-
litical commitments. On the contrary, it suggests re-thinking political practices, means of cooper-
ation and joint action in a way that could respond to a historical situation in which the old political 
and social practices of solidarity and collective action have lost their operationality.
We thus discover that, behind the question of precarity and changes in production and economy, 
lies a real problem which has to do with our mental ecology: the question of the new controls which 
have penetrated our subjectivity and our relationships, and the necessary mutation of the “place” of 
resistance. What is at stake is the possibility of becoming as such.
As Guattari understood from Kafka, “becoming” is always a question about the ability of a pro-
cess to become singular or not. Faced with the new controls which work upon the conditions of my 
thinking and behaviour, I am losing my singularity, my singular way of breathing, feeling, thinking, 
desiring and not desiring, and my capacity to give any particular expression to it. The question of 
the future should begin from understanding the relationship between this exhaustion of the possi-
ble at my  disposal and how value is produced in semiocapitalism.

Mobilization of Pathos

Labour force is detaching itself from the spatial, physical and biological coordinates that used to 
characterize it in industrial production, and it is turning into a “potential”, “abstract” or “immaterial” 
category, without a distinct spatial and temporal existence.2 With the concept of immaterial labour 
force I refer to that dimension – that Henri Bergson calls duration – of human life which prevents 
everything from being immediately given, and because of which we are not reducible to our spatial 
existence or to our position in a chronological continuum of time. That is, I refer to the dimension of 
human life which has become the essential force of production in the semiocapitalist economy and 
which causes problems to any serious thinking of organization. It is not simply the dimension of the 
ability for abstraction and intellectual operations, but also of memory and sympathy, emotions and 
feelings, affective forces and tendencies that weave together me and an impossibility to not love. 
Economy has become “organization of mood and mobilization of pathos”.3

But it is hard to continuously put into work more and more of one’s soul and pathic capacities when 
the magic of work, the certainty, stability and predictability of life it once offered, seems to have to-

4  Virtanen Akseli (2010) Immaterial as Material. Exhausting Immaterial Labour in Performance. Joint Issue of Le Journal des Labo-
ratoires and TkH Journal for performing Arts Theory no. 17, October 2010, pp. 17-22.
5  Berardi Franco (2009) Soul at Work. Translated by Francesca Cadel and Guiseppina Mecchia. Semiotext(e), Los Angeles; Also 
Negri Antonio (2009) The Labor of Job: The Biblical Text as a Parable of Human Labor.  
Translated by Matteo Mandarini. Duke University Press.
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Production of Subjectivity
The cognitive and affective mechanisms of accumulation have changed the economy from the 
production of objects to subjects – as the production of commodities is still often mistakenly un-
derstood – to the direct production of subjectivity. The economy is directly acting on our nervous 
system,  affecting particularly our ethico-aesthetic perception; that is, our ability to understand 
meanings which cannot be expressed in words.
The economy does not in other words function only through exchange values or monetary values, 
but also through mechanisms of subjectivation. These mechanisms are the most important means 
of organization of accumulation, in an economy where our ability to understand and learn, to feel 
and create meanings and to relate to the presence of others, have replaced direct labour and ma-
chines as the central forces of production. Economy has become the production of subjectivity.1

In semiocapitalism the essence of productivity no longer lies in the ability to reduce costs per unit, 
but rather in the ability to respond to unexpected situations and unforeseeable opportunities. That 
is why productivity of knowledge and affective work is increasingly based on the autonomy of work 
performances. Production takes place in the “head”, in “communication” or “cooperation between 
brains”: it cannot be organized and controlled like industrial work, at the level of physical work per-
formances or with methods tied to a particular space (the sphere of disciplinary practices). Here-
in lies the origin of the autonomous nature of creative and knowledge work, but also the reason for 
the emergence of new forms of control and organization, which don’t restrict themselves within the 
boundaries of formal work time and work place but go directly “inside the head”; that is, which pro-
duce conditions of work at the level of subjectivity.
This is also why making money nowadays has a lot more to do with the “production of worlds” than 
with the production of material commodities, as Maurizio Lazzarato, amongst others, has noted. Se-
miocapitalism is not so much a form of production as a production of form: it is manierism, the pro-
duction of habitus, beliefs, desires and conceptions and expression of subjectivities that are incor-
porated in these. It is a “productive-economic-subjective” compound, as Félix Guattari says.  
We are ourselves organs integral to the functioning of this compound: our feelings, perceptions, 
hopes, desires and imaginary ghosts are not something separate from the functioning of the econ-
omy, but are integral components of it. This transfer of the mechanisms of production of value into 
our mental environment is also far more important to the analysis of our psyche than the mother 
relationship or family. This is what Guattari argued with Deleuze in their famous analysis in L’An-
ti-Oidipe: desire is social, capitalism is about the appropriation of desiring production.
Guattari says that the analysis of the social formation of desire is a micropolitical question. It deals 
with the way in which the molar, stratified, stable and perceivable levels of society traverse and 
connect to the partial, molecular, invisible and processual elements of the production of subjectiv-
ity that are always open towards the future. Molar and molecular are not opposites; real problems 
are always both molar and molecular. That is why, in micropolitical analysis, subjectivity and group 
dynamic can never be separate from some kind of material or social reality, or real “political” level. 
On the contrary, real problems are always made up of many heterogeneous components, of many 
processes of subjectivation, in which the emerging connections between partial components trem-
ble, and are constructed and destroyed in different assemblages and moments. It is within these as-
semblages that microanalysis needs to grasp the partial components of subjectivation and map the 
relationships between molar and molecular forces, to enable openings towards the future which 
would, perhaps, make our existential territories more habitable. Existential pragmatics – this is the 
function that Guattari identified in Kafka’s machine: working with existence in mutation, simultane-
ously deteriorating, deterritorializing, mapping itself and becoming.

3  On the genealogy of economy and a thesis of the end of economy in its modern sense and of its return to its roots as oikono-
mia, see Virtanen Akseli (2006) Biopoliittisen talouden kritiikki [A Critique of Biopolical Economy]. Tutkijaliitto, Helsinki.
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door outside the sphere of action. The precarious state of mind means simultaneously experiencing 
the abundance of your possibilities and the arbitrariness and trivialness of the reason and purpose 
of everything. It is an experience of ontology revealing itself phenomenologically; which, as Giorgio       
Agamben has explained, is perhaps the cruellest experience there is. It is the experience of potenti-
ality.

Flight of Meaning

Meaning can be viewed as a reduction of reality to a finite enunciative concatenation.6  When the 
infosphere – the dimension of intentional signs surrounding the sensible organism – is slow enough 
to be screened and scanned by the mind, we can extract meaning, find a common rhythm, a harmo-
ny, something Guattari called a refrain. But when the infosphere outruns the mind’s rhythm of elab-
oration (when the semiotic flow is too fast for our mind to process information in a rational way), 
the psychosphere is affected and we fail to construct and share meaning. Meaning escapes; it can 
no longer be grasped as a finite explication and as a workable tool for social interaction and under-
standing. It is from this flight of meaning that the new mechanisms of control are constructed.
Overproduction is an inherent feature of capitalism because the production of commodities re-
sponds to the abstract logic of value production, rather than to the logic of the concrete needs of 
human beings. However, the kind of overproduction manifest in semiocapitalism is specifically se-
miotic: an infinite excess of signs circulate in the infosphere and saturate our individual and collec-
tive attention.
As Franco Berardi has insightfully observed, this means that we no longer live in the conceptual 
framework of Freud’s Civilisation and its discontents. In Freudianism, at the basis of pathology lies 
concealment: something is hidden from us, removed and then disappears; we are prevented from 
seeing something. A semiotic regime can be characterized as repressive when one and only one 
meaning can be ascribed to its signifiers. There you hear everywhere the whisper “What did the 
leader mean?” and the position of the despot-leader is naturally paranoid: “Did they understand my 
message? Is everyone definately obeying? Is somebody trying to escape from my control?”
But we are no longer dealing with the effects of repression or disciplinary power. My communica-
tive disorders and precarious state of mind are not pathologies of repression, removal, conceal-
ment, restrictions or direct exploitation. On the contrary, they are the effects of semiotic inflation, 
excess of meaning and information, excess of possibilities and visibility, of continuous overload of 
infoneural stimuli and overinclusion.7

Perhaps we could say that whereas Freud identified the dominant social pathology with neuro-
sis, which he believed to be the result of a process of detachment and removal, today the dominant 
social pathology is defined more by a psychosis to do with an overload of energy and information, 
which relates to the disappearance of centers of meaning and identification. Unlike neurosis, which 
is symbolic because it operates on the rhetorical and linguistic level of detachment and on the nor-
mative basis of Oedipus, psychosis is never characterized by symbolic castration. On the contrary, 
what Berardi calls the first video-electronic generation has difficulties in understanding the affec-
tive meanings of words because it has learned more words from machines than from mothers, and 
has thus lost the affective connection to language. The communicative problems common to this 
generation, such as ADHD, dyslexia, panic disorders, not to mention the un-understandable school 
killings in Finland, are the first effects of the pathologies of inflation of meaning and hyper-expres-
sivity.

8  Berardi, Franco & Virtanen, Akseli (2010) Parvi/Häiriö/Mielivalta [Swarm/Distruption/Arbitrary power]. Niin & näin filosofinen 
aikakauslehti, 66 (3), pp. 35–44.
9  Pelbart, Peter Pál (2009) Vida Capital. Ensaios de biopolítica. São Paulo: Iluminuras, pp. 109-116; Berardi, Franco (2006).      
 Tietotyö ja prekaari mielentila [Infolabour and Precarious States of Mind]. Trans. by Mikko Jakonen et al. Helsinki: Tutkijaliitto, pp. 
96-98.
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tally lost its credibility – just like any promise of collective subjectivation. Semiocapitalism is coop-
eration without memory. In the subjective states of mind this precarization of work is expressed as 
a loss of coherence, exhaustion, cynicism, opportunism and instrumentalization of social relation-
ships.
The logic of the production of value has changed: work in the traditional sense of the term, and the 
factory as the corresponding model of production, have been converted into mere “costs” which 
must be eliminated from the system. This striving away from the “production economy” expresses 
itself as redundancies, rationalizations and the closing down of factories; but behind these cost sav-
ings lies the transformation of the core of value production. Value is no longer created in direct ma-
terial labour and production; it is no longer created in a particular place (factory/office) or in a par-
ticular time (working time). Rather, its place is the entire society, and its time is the indeterminate 
“right moment” or taking advantage of whatever opportunity arises.
By precarious work one usually means an area of work where no permanent rules can be deter-
mined in relation to employment, wage and working time. However, what is essential in precariza-
tion is not the lack of rules – which, after all, have only been applied during a very limited time span 
in the middle of the 20th century when they were the central part of the Fordist-Keynesian model 
of production – but the diminishing role of work tied to a determined time, place and working tasks 
in the production of economic value. Work has detached itself from particular places, times and 
contents and become an abstract category.
Yet this abstractness of work and our engagement with it is something very real and concrete: “ab-
stract labour” has become an empirical, experiential category.4 The experience of the abstractness 
of labour (the detachment from its concreteness) expresses itself, for example, in a lack of trust re-
garding the permanence of employment or even the stability of one’s immediate community. There 
are sudden moves and changes in our professions and areas of work and we have to move from task 
to task, project to project. The particular places and times of work are ever-changing; and “learn-
ing to learn” is more important than learning something tied to a specific content. Just like any busi-
ness firm, I need to carefully follow what is going on around me, but at the same time I have to avoid     
having too deep or profound a relationship with the things I do and the people I meet. Commitment 
is a risk and may lead to personal failure when options need to be kept open in the midst of the un-
foreseeable multiplicity of possibilities. I need to have an opportunistic interest in everything, but 
at the same time I need to be cynical, and have no interest in anything in particular. It is safer to be a 
little bit distant and bored.
Feelings of distance, cynicism, restlessness, boredom and exhaustion are perhaps what best de-
scribes our experience of working life today.5 So what is restlessness? It is the opposite of asceti-
cism. I am restless when I know I should do something, but I somehow do not know what that some-
thing is or how to do it. My will and desire are stirring inside me, but have yet no particular direction 
or purpose. To be restless is to feel the abyss of possibilities opening up directly in front of me. I am 
ready for anything, the doors of the world are open to me, but I have not yet found anything partic-
ular to say or do, or I already see that my actions will lead to contradictory outcomes or at best to 
nothing (and therefore I cynically remain outside the sphere of action). Or what is boredom? I am 
bored when there is nothing in the world that could interest me: I have seen it, done it, been there. 
The world   cannot offer anything new to me. I look at everything with intellectual and emotional 
disinterest.  If restlessness is pure desire for action without a clear direction or origin, then bore-
dom is a state of mind in which I realize that there are no reasons for action, that all reasons are 
trivial and in vain.
I am no longer interested in doing or saying anything particular, and I step now through another 

6  For the concept of “ideal real” see Virtanen Akseli (2009), Arbitrary Power, or on Organization without Ends. The Swedish Dance 
History. Inpex, Stockholm.
7  Vähämäki Jussi (2003), Kuhnurien kerho [Drones Club]. Tutkijaliitto, Helsinki.
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Map of Precarity



by Akseli Virtanen

It seems that only the entrance of our human characteristics into the sphere of our immediate 
experience, economy, and politics can explain the changes in the forms of organization and control 
that we encounter today. The new, formless “forms” of control or the institutionless “institutions” 
emerge from the inadequacy and incapacity of the institutional forms of modern power as they 
face unsure and unstable, restless and unclassified people: people whose actions are not deter-
mined by the community they belong to, nor by the task they perform, nor by any state, particular 
identity, or institution. They emerge when power faces people only as restless people devoid of 
any function or purpose, who are capable of anything, and from whom anything can be expected. 
Mental labor power as the new, placeless and limitless subject means necessarily a change in the 
ways of governance and organization of the societies. To be able to organize and control human 
beings on the level of being human, as bare human beings, the new forms of control cannot afford 
to be withheld or slowed down by any particular institution and their particular tasks, but they 
must target the possibilities of life in general (both corporeal and incorporeal).
If the labor force of the industrial societies was actual and determined in the sense that it only be-
came “productive” and real by saying or doing something particular, or by belonging to a particular 
place or community, and could thus be organized through this particular meaning, action, place, 
or community, mental labor force is something indeterminate and moving, invisible and without a 
particular place or community. We can say that this restless labor power is spirit as matter, change 
as substance.  It moves on the plane of “spiritual matter” or “material spirit”, which are defined by 
time instead of space. It “is” only in time, where there are no defined limits for what was before 
and what is after, and where clearly delimited and separated actions and places are obscured. In 
Bergson’s words, “time is exactly this vagueness”1. It is the time of something being born and hap-
pening.
It in this “time-life” or “life of the mind” that the old institutions of biopower face their limit, as they 
fall only upon the human body in space or the biological life in the state, and the new forms of con-
trol see possibilities – precisely possibilities, because what is at stake in the organization of labor 
power as a mental category is precisely the control and presetting of the possibilities of thinking 
and acting. 

1  Bergson, Henri (1991): Œuvres. Paris: PUF, p. 1333
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arbitrary power

The Transformation of Economy Back into Political Economy 

      To say that economy has become general or biopolitical does not mean that the logic of econ-
omy would have encroach all areas of life. On the contrary, it means that multitude has entered 
production: typically human characteristics such as our linguistic ability, our ability to create new 
things and meanings, to learn, to think and to join the company of others – the very factors that 
make humans “human” – have entered production without any particular function or purpose.    To 
say that they have entered production as such means that they do not need the mechanisms of 
mediation of the restricted economy in order to be “productive” and “useful” or in order to pos-
sess “value”. The restricted economy is unable to process this with its concepts necessary to its re-
stricted conception of wealth based on the distinction between productive and unproductive. The 
limitedness of modern economy therefore means its limited aim, its conception of wealth, which 
is always limited to auto-increasing the existing capital. This is not possible without the mediation 
and actualization of people’s existence and collaboration through an extrinsic societal relation 
and mechanisms of mediation such as commodities or carrying out particular contents or tasks  
– without the “tendency towards concretization”. Limited economy is in crisis because its founda-
tion has collapsed. Yet, strangely this does not mean that it no longer functions: even if the “time 
of production” cannot be measured, it can still be controlled.
 We can conceptualize this change in the nature of economy as economy’s return to its roots as 
political economy in the original sense of the syntagm; that is, as economy’s return to general 
economy in the sense of general householding which means economy as a general organization of 
life, as biopolitical organization and production of society. However, the paradox is that in order to 
return to its roots, economy must transcend its own limits; it must renounce itself, transgress its 
very laws, and start to operate in a state of lawlessness. Only then it can become general produc-
tion and organization of life, only thus it can spread from the factory into the whole society. This 
means the end of modern economy and the birth of arbitrary power. 
So what kind of a particular form of goverment is economy? For Aristotle oikonomia is not an 
epistemic paradigm so it could never become a science. Oikonomia is not an episteme but a prax-
is: its procedures and decisions can be understood only in relation to a particular situation and 
particular problem. In other words oikonomia is not bound to truth or to permanent rules but to 
continuously changing circumstances and the varying and even contradictory measures required 
by them. Xenophon uses a metaphor of a sailing ship (the word government comes from the Greek 
word kybernetes which means the pilot of the ship, to guide the ship) where all members of the 
crew are responsible for everything and they modulate their actions according to the changing 
circumstances: there is never an incessant truth in oikonomia, its ad hoc actions depend always on 
the situation. Absolute truth or good life (political life) are not essential to it. Pragmatic function-
ality and operationality is always a priority to oikonomia, not truth. That is why from the Greek 
perspective politics can never be reduced to economy. For Aristotle and Xenophon economy dif-
fers from politics just like oikos differs from polis: oikonomia is never governed by law or truth, it 
is indifferent to truth.
That is why we can say that economy as government is fundamentally lawless, anarchic or without 
foundation (an-arché). It is anarchic, it does not have a foundation, a beginning or an end separate 
from itself. When an action does not have a foundation or a purpose, its politics and ethics become 
very problematic. It becomes arbitrary. It is through this an-archic nature of oikonomia where 
we find the path to the essence of the question of government, the question of its possibility and 
necessity. Oikonomia has no foundation (in being). If a human action had a permanent reason, 
purpose or meaning (founded in being) which guided it, it could not be governed. There is a secret 
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solidarity between anarchy and government. The possibility and necessity of government is in 
its groundless or anarchic nature. Economy exists only because the elements that constitute this 
government are groundless and anarchic.

This should be good to remember now in the middle of the European economic crisis, when the 
economic Bull of the rational North tries to again rape the Europa maiden in the name of econom-
ic truths and laws, in the name of  “no alternative”. Yet the lying, degenerated and corrupted cath-
olic South and of course the orthodox East which are pragmatically flexible and do not care about 
the truths or laws or agreements, express much more accurately the mechanism of valorization in 
the economy of knowledge and attention, where truth is relative and the grounds of action vary 
from day to day and week to week. The protestant North knows this very well in the middle of its 
own gropings, financial scandals and ignorance of rules. It is hypocritical and cynical. There are no 
“economic laws” anymore! Economy operates in a state of anomy! And yet the “conformance to 
economic laws” forced on the Greeks and Portuguese is accompanied by           Pan-European mut-
tering consensus. We are here dealing with bare government which demands to be received as 
such, without any explanations. The European crisis is economic only in this sense. Its solution will 
never be found from the level of “economy”.
Economy’s return to political economy means also that the concept of biopower proves insuffi-
cient for the understanding of biopolitical economy insofar as it is understood to mean the con-
trol of populations and human bodies. For a decisive change has taken place. First of all, the new 
political economy strives to control the non-actual dimension of life. Its field consists no longer 
only of “biolife”, but of the “life of the mind”, of the potential time of the entire life. Second, the 
foundations for its operation have collapsed: it possesses no permanent “reason” or meaningful 
reference point that would legitimize it. It has to operate in a constant state of anomy. How is this 
possible?

From Biopower to Power Over Life of the Mind        

The emerging forms of organization and control could perhaps be called more precisely arbitrary 
power over life of the mind.
Unlike biopower, whose purpose is to control and use the human body (disciplinary power), and 
which strives to control the human mass touched by general life processes such as death, birth, 
health and illness, but for instance also by unemployment (biopolitics), the new “environmental” 
forms of organization and control are no longer aimed only at people’s or populations’ physical, 
biological, and spatial life but at their life in time. The life that is the target of this organization is 
not so much people’s organic biolife; it is rather the non-organic life, the a-organic life, the time or 
memory of life, without any external organs or vital functions that could be used to control it. The 
multitude of experiences irreducible to one another cannot be organized through individual bod-
ies and through the biological life of a population.

 Whereas discipline dealt with man-body and particular acts in a closed space, and biopolitics with 
man-species in an open space (nation state as its limit), and insofar as both strived to organize 
time essentially through space, arbitrary power no longer targets the human population or the 
individual body and its particular actions, but but rather the general premises of being a human 
being, that is, on life that is unfastened from specific actions and meanings, from specific human 
bodies and human populations. This life is not actual life in time; it is life-time independent from 
specific spaces and forms, time that is not reducible to our spatial conditions or particular action. 
In other words, we are no longer dealing with power over “biolife” as in biopower, but power over 

“life of the mind”. 2 It does not so much create physical, spatial or biological boundaries (inscription 
of habits onto the body or biolife) but moods, sentiments and mentalities (inscription of habits 
onto life of the mind). The organization of labor force as mental category is possible only through 
the management of the possibilities of human action and communication, through organizing the 
general conditions of organizing: it cannot be organized at the level of actual acts or products but 
on the level of potentiality and possibilities of life. This is the only way to the immediate control of 
the multitude. 
Organization of time is always about the formation and fabrication of memory. The insecurity 
that forgetting introduces to the life of a community has to be traded for a “foreseeability” of man, 
made possible by the memory of the future. The mnemonic techniques used by humanity since the 
beginning of time are often cruel and painful. They are tormenting, torturous, “terrible promises” 
(sacrificing one’s own children, etc.), which make memory through pain, as Nietzsche has pointed 
out. We could think that in Foucault’s analysis of discipline as a technique of taming the human an-
imal, torture has been replaced by exercises that form the physical memory of human beings (their 
sensorimotor memory). Yet, the codification and standardization of physical exercises looses the 
sight of and its grip on time (the memory), which the concept of arbitrary power now places at the 
core of the functioning of power. 3

Maurizio Lazzarato has suggested that contemporary mnemoechniques no longer resemble tor-
ture; instead, they are semiotic techniques where memory (of pleasure, of consumption, of atten-
tion, etc.) is produced through signs, languages, and images. Lazzarato is absolutely right in em-
phasizing the functional organizations of sign machines, yet memory still keeps that which causes 
pain. Or do not all the ways with which you are kept in the service of the so called job market 
resemble torture in some strange way: the necessity to constantly be awake, to constantly fear 
for anything to happen, to constantly be waiting to get somewhere, to totally expose oneself and 
one’s relations?4 Torture remains the model of the organization of memory and as a way to sepa-
rate knowledge from the body.  It is a tool for making invisible experience, traditions, and relations 
with friends visible and actual.5

       This organization of organization does not operate by controlling particular acts or by force; it 
operates instead on the plane of anxiety and inadequacy. It does not function by isolating in space 
or by demanding obedience of orders (with breaking them as its greatest fear), but by creating ex-
pectations, moods, models and standards of interaction and cooperation. 
It might perhaps be best described as production of ethics, as production of the (herd) “instinct” or 
“second nature”, the habits and customs we follow as our “second nature” that guides our think-
ing, behaviour and self-realization. According to its Aristotelian formulation ethos is that “second 
nature” which guides self-realization, because it is that through which one becomes what one 
is to others. It is not an external but an internal force, because one needs to behave in the right 
way also when there is nobody to see. For such a “second nature” to be possible, for one to tend 
to express oneself to others, the desires must be organized from the beginning in a way that they 
follow the “father-reason”. But that reason, norm or law cannot remain external. This is to say that 
for one to behave in the right way, for one to want to behave in the right way, obedience is not 
enough: the reason must become corporeal, it must become flesh. It is a way to organize, not  ac-
tion, but its potentiality.

2  Maurizio Lazzarato calls this form of power noo-politics. Lazzarato, Maurizio (2004): Les Révolutions du Capitalisme: Un 
défi pour les altermondialistes. Paris: Empêcheurs de Penser en Rond /Le Seuil. The neologism is based on the Greek word 
nous, mind (memory), intellect, ability for though. Through nous we understand for example the self-evidences or self-evi-
dences occupy us. See Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics, VI and XI.
3   Lazzarato, Maurizio (2004): Les Révolutions du Capitalisme. Paris: Empêcheurs de Penser en Rond /Le Seuil.
4  Vähämäki, Jussi (2005): ”Merkintöjä marginaalissa”. Megafoni, April 2005.
5  For example the photographs, videos and their distribution unite these two aspects of mnemotechniques.
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Production of Common Places

The logic of arbitrary power can be analyzed as the production of statements, conventions, or as 
the production of the “self-evident”. 6The production of self-evidences (ethics) means precisely 
the organization and presetting of the conditions and possibilities of action, thinking, and collabo-
rating. The self-evident, called topoi koinoi in Classical rhetoric, cannot be argued because it pos-
sesses no particular meaning nor transmits any particular meaning; it cannot be disputed but only 
be accepted. It is a premise that can only be followed, repeated and obeyed as if unnoticed. 
These “common places” are the precondition and premise of all meaningful action and interaction. 
They are a kind of means of organizing thinking and memory; that exactly why Aristotle calls them 
“places” (topoi).  To remember a person or a thing it is enough to remember the place where we 
find it or to which it belongs: a place is a means of connecting thoughts. Without it we would be 
lost in the labyrinths of our memory. Production of ethics means that these starting points or con-
ditions of action and thinking have transformed into preorganized “products” or objectives which 
operate as a means of managing the life of the mind. They form the grammar of the power over life 
of the mind which is immanent to the time-life itself and offers thus a way to its organization and 
control.

For Aristotle, axioms (axioma) were precisely these common places shared by all, the most general 
principles, premises that prevent and put a halt to the endless regression of movement and signifi-
cation, of causes and effects. Aristoteles says: “there must be a some stopping-point”.7 
In mathematics, axiom means a premise that cannot be validated or justified in itself, but which in-
stead functions as a foundation or justification for all the other steps and propositions: the choice 
of the axioms includes the choice of the technical base terms that are left unproven, because the 
attempt to prove them would lead to an endless regression. Modern debates on axiomatic revolve 
around this topic of preconditions and arbitrary premises. Modern mathematics can be said to 
have been born when axioms begun to be considered arbitrary postulates (stimulated by the dis-
covery of non-Euclidian geometry). In mathematics axioms are not chosen accidentally but what is 
sought are the axioms with the right kind of consequences. Axioms are no longer thought to con-
tain intrinsic truth (like still for Aristotle); now their validity, if there is any, results only from the 
utility of the structures they bear. The transition from Aristotle (premise) to modern mathematics 
(operationality) signifies a transition to the production of self-evidences (memory). 

The production of axioms or self-evident statements forms a kind of an arbitrary and groundless 
grammar of power that is immanent to the life of the mind and offers a way to control memory 
and the possibilities of life. 
This is why we can say that communication has taken the place of wage labor and the spatial ar-
rangements of the factory as a method of organization. Power no longer tries to subject singular-
ities and togetherness to the wage labor and the labor time of abstract labor; instead, it strives to 
directly seize the singularity and togetherness of being here and now. 

6  Vähämäki, Jussi (2003): Kuhnurien kerho. Vanhan työn paheista uuden hyveiksi. Helsinki: Tutkijaliito. Marazzi, Christian 
(2002): Capitale & linguaggio. Dalla New Economy all’economia di Guerra. Rome: DeriveApprodi.
7  Aristotle Metaphysics, 1070a 4;  997a 7, 1005b 33. In Aristotle. Aristotle in 23 Volumes, Vols.17, 18, translated by Hugh Tre-
dennick. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press; London: William Heinemann Ltd. 1933, 1989. Available at Perseus digital 
library: http://data.perseus.org/citations/urn:cts:greekLit:tlg0086.tlg025.perseus-eng1:1.980a
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The Arbitrary Nature of the New Controls

We can distinguish the new forms of organization and control from biopower also for another rea-
son.
 Whereas the modern (bio)power always received its “reason” or justification from a particular 
institution and its task (a factory produces, a hospital takes care of illness, a state protects labour 
force, an army wages war, research is done in a university), the new controls avoid committing or 
fixing themselves to any particular institution and its task which would set limits on them, tie their 
hands and slow them down.
They have no permanent meaning, reason, or ground such as law, norm, or function, within the 
sphere of which it would function and which would bind it and slow them down8.  Only in this way 
can they encroach the entire society. They operate without institutional legitimation or their logic 
and foundations seems to change from day to day (today the law, public opinion tomorrow, mo-
rality the following week): they are power without logos, that is, arbitrary power or pure power, 
power without any permanent relation to law, to norm, or to some particular task.9                Their 
relation to any particular reason, task or meaning is arbitrary.
Giorgio Agamben has called this state a state of anomy, where violence functions without any 
juridical cover. We must understand – and this could be thought as Agamben’s insight in his book 
Stato di eccezione (2003) – that arbitrary power cannot be approached using the concept of the 
state of exception. The idea of a state of exception, as outlined for example by Carl Schmitt, is an 
attempt to construct arbitrary power’s relation with the norm or the lawful order by any means. 
State of exception always assumes the order in the sphere of which the exception is legitimized;  it 
always means creating a connection with what there is no connection: state of exception means 
that the “Force-of-law” maintains the law beyond its formal suspension.10  However, we should on 
the contrary try to break this relation by showing the arbitrariness of arbitrary power. Agamben 
sets the task of showing the arbitrariness of arbitrary power as the most important task of politics 
today. Those who wish to deny this arbitrariness (the loss of faith in the sign) and restore the rules 
that govern the relation between meaning and reality wish to make us believe in the transcen-
dence of meaning and to the un-historical nature of a particular mode of production. They wish us 
to deny our experience. 
While modern (bio)power functions always within the sphere of meaning, i.e. is always justified as 
means to an end, the arbitrary nature of arbitrary power means that it is never simply means to 
an end. In other words, the arbitrariness of arbitrary power cannot be understood by approaching 
it in relation to ends that it as a means attempts to achieve, but rather its arbitrary nature means 
power as pure power, power as power without reasons or ends. The analysis of arbitrary power 
cannot therefore be about identifying a power which is just a justified or unjustified means to this 
or that end, but which is in no relation to ends at all and operates “in some other way.11 
The arbitrariness of arbitrary power is therefore not a result of some intrinsic character which 
would distinguish it for example from modern biopower, that is, from means that always have an 
end or some institutional context or particular justification (means that receive its meaning, sense, 

8  In the comparison between the primitive, despotic and axiomatic machine, this means that the plane of substance evap-
orates. Arbitrary power does not work through the mediation of substances but directly “in memory”. See Virtanen, Akseli 
(2014 forthcoming): Critique of Biopolitical Economy. São Paulo: n-1 Edições. Also Deleuze, Gilles & Guattari, Félix (1984): 
Anti-Oedipus. Capitalism and Schizophrenia. Tr. by Robert Hurley, Mark Seem and Helen R. Lane. London: The Athlone 
Press.
9  Or the “international law” (Kuwait 1991), “human rights” (Somalia 1993, Bosnia 1995, Kosovo 1999), “enduring freedom” 
and “infinite justice” (Afghanistan 2001), the “war on terror” (Irak 2003).
10  Force-of-Law is a technical way of writing  “force of law without a law”.
11  Walter Benjamin (1921) Zur Kritik der Gewalt. In Tiedemann & Schweppenhäuser Gesammelte Schriften, Frankfurt. Vol II, 
p.196.
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and legitimatization from some institution) but from its arbitrary relation to these.12

But how can arbitrary power then function and manage without any legitimate or institutional 
justification or task?13 
In the Stato di eccezione Agamben does not get much further than posing this question.      
Instead the idea of the production of common places (ethics) opens the door also to understand-
ing such “operating in some other way” than as a means to an end. Let me therefore return shortly 
to the connection between a self-evidence and pure power.
When we accept a common place, a self-evidence, we accept it “as such”. We accept it as a repeti-
tion of something already known and already said. A self-evidence does not add anything new to 
the conversation.14

This is to say, more precisely, that when we accept a self-evidence we accept the person who says 
it, not because of what he or she says but because of what he or she is: we accept the person as 
such. This power to get through as such or get through a “message” without any content, a mes-
sage which does not refer to anything outside itself, defines authority. A contentless message is a 
pure command. You cannot discuss it, you can only accept it, you can only follow and obey it.    
It does not say or tell anything outside itself, it only commands and demands acceptance as such. 
Self-evidence has thus a structure of a pure command where the means separate from the ends 
and which are thus only in relation to their own mediality. This means that it works “in some other 
way” than as a means to an end. 

Pure command is like a bare manifestation in which the word detaches itself from the thing or 
the act and annuls the idea of the referentiality of language. It breaks the nexus between ends (or 
reasons, particular tasks, meanings) and means and therefore does not accomplish or say anything 
outside itself but only appears and functions. Because of the break it cannot say anything or do 
anything outside itself but only appear and function.
Just as bare language is not an instrument for communication, but communicates itself as such 
(bare communicativity), so arbitrary power or pure power is pure command: it does not refer to 
anything outside itself; it can only be obeyed (it is not in the relation of means to its end, it is only 
in relation to its own instrumentality). It organizes and controls action and thought by establishing 
the conditions for action and thinking – conditions that can only be followed. 

Definition
        
The concept of arbitrary power is about a new complex of power, which connects together the 
three essential elements constituting biopolitical economy.  First, the birth of mental labor force 
as a placeless and limitless subject of biopolitical economy, which means the entrance of the dif-
fuse, the heterogeneous, and the minor into the sphere of economy. 
Second, the indispensable shift that takes place in the transition from the organization and con-
trol of direct labor (discipline), on one hand, and population (biopolitics) on the other – both at the 
core of the functioning of modern economy – to the organization and control of the indeterminate 
potentiality of life (arbitrary power). 

12  For this reason, all the “old” forms of power are present in the era of arbitrary power. Michael Hardt’s and Antonio 
Negri’s idea of the “mixed constitution” of power can be understood only against this background. See  Hardt, Michael & 
Negri, Antonio (2000): Empire. London: Harvard University Press.
13  Deleuze and Guattari formulate the same question in the following way: “Why do people fight for their enslavement so 
stubbornly, as if it were their salvation?” Deleuze, Gilles & Guattari, Félix (1984): Anti-Oedipus. Capitalism and Schizophre-
nia. Tr. by Robert Hurley, Mark Seem and Helen R. Lane. London: The Athlone Press.
14  See Vähämäki, Jussi (2004): “Controlling the Multitude”. Theory of the Multitude (Akseli Virtanen & Jussi Vähämäki 
eds.). ephemera. theory and politics in organization, vol. 4(3): s.233-245. [www.ephemeraweb.org]
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Third, the fundamental transition to groundlessness, in which the faith in value, meaning, or any 
extrinsic reason as the principle that directs action is lost as all external foundations collapse (the 
arbitrary sign). The concept of arbitrary power opens thus the nexus between the floating curren-
cy or the floating signifier and the general human capacities as means of production, that is, the 
nexus between the era when the faith in the sign (or in any external reason directing action) is lost 
and the production of wealth in modalities that cannot be thought or understood by the concepts 
of modern economy.15 Biopolitical economy is the continuation of capitalism without foundation, 

arbitrary power is its logical form of organization. 

Definition

Multitude means as a concept the form of being human in which the ontological condition of hu-

manity enters the sphere of our immediate experience. This means that we can for the first time 

look into eye our being as potential beings without any particular task or function or surrounding, 

as beings that can do anything and from which anything can be expected. The flexibility of hu-

mans, their capacity to live in almost every imaginable environment, to bask in any conceivable 

ambiance, is an active and not a passive faculty. The human being creates its own ambiance and its 

own problems. It is an animal that is able to change its fate. Arbitrary power over life of the mind 

organizes and subordinates the species-being of human beings  

(ability to create meanings without a reason, ability to create something new) which is without 

any function and always open to change to the particular and already structured tasks and aims of 

a particular historical period. The time of arbitrary power means a redivision or a reappropriation, 

which is directed at the general characteristics of the human species, at those general properties 

which make human beings ‘humans’. If we want some grounds for politics, it is in the participation 

in the fight for the direction of this transformation. What is at stake is not just this or that histor-

ical fact, or this or that injustice, but the element of change as such. In this fight we have no other 

resources to turn to except ourselves, that is, this ability to do anything characterizing us. This 

experience of the bare “I can” does not refer to any particular ability or faculty but to our  

nature as such. It is the maybe most severe and cruel experience possible: the experience of  

potentiality. At the moment of the experience of potentiality when we experience at the same 

time the abundance of our possibilities and the trivialness and arbitrariness of all reasons and 

purposes, we can paradoxically only resort to our ability to do anything. When we don’t have any-

thing, we can resort to everything. When we have been surprised, we can surprise our enemies 

(Sunzi).

15  The floating signifier is without a doubt the guiding principle of the 20th century human sciences, and not only in eco-
nomics. It is precisely this loss of faith that distinguishes arbitrary power from despotism and the overcoding of mean-
ing that is proper to it. In his “Post-scriptum to Control Societies”, Deleuze explains that the transformed conception of 
money illustrates the best the transition from disciplinary societies to control societies: disciplinary societies were always 
connected to minted moneys and the idea of gold as the overcode coding all values contained within them. As for control 
societies, they are based solely on relations, or floating currency rates, which only organize the movements of currencies 
without meaning anything.

15
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by Karolina Kucia

What are we left with?
The tools of cynicism and 
survival:

“Smart Ass Fucker”

Form of jewelry. Helps to strenghten the 
statement. Note, it is possible to add the 
fucker to the rised fist.
Smart Ass Fucker is a symbol of besserwiss-
er, the man that knows.
Knows it all, have opinions often radical 
ones in many different subjects. Perhaps 
because he reads a lot or just knows. He is 
critical an able to point accurate questions.
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“Superproduc-
tive kernel”
“Productivity, as commonly known,
is connected with sexual energy (differ-
ently known as a vital energy). This object 
stimulate sense of self certainty. Chacra 
of sexual energy is also connected with fi-
nancial success. Try it out and good luck!”

18

“Unclear head”
or
“Fuck, why it is not 
me again?”
“Affect of jelousity formed in an effect of 
comparing yourself with other artists or 
co-workers. It is a sense of failure, of an un-
clear defeat in result of vague competition. 
Reaction unstable, reocurring in cycles”

19



Mirror
„Mirror, mirror...”

20

Glove:
an app to 
personal hand
or/and fucker
Glove can act as:
- The Judge, which seats on the artist’s (smartass’es) back and says: “what do 
you know, you know nothing yet!” 
- The Judge of The Judge, that does not have to say anything, he just watches;
- The Judge of The Judge of The Judge, which doesnt have to even watch, it is 
just enough that he is, somewhere;
- or simply this app can play a role of attitude switcher, from negative to posi-
tive.   Just put in on.

21



22ormonster
parasite

paradox

fragilisation

schizoanalysis

23

lapse

Co-attuning
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paradox
We cannot get rid of paradoxes by saying that they don’t exist. It is exactly in 
this sense that Gilles Deleuze talks abour paradoxes as concepts, which are 
necessary because they correspond to real (and not false) problems. Paradoxes 
point at the inability of our words and language to express and deal with what 
they reveal or invent. Paradox is like rebel element of language, which does not 
mean anything but only reveals or initiates something. It reveals the limits of our 
understanding by demonstrating something which does not yet have a voice, by 
showing the senselessness in sense: for example The True Finns.

The starting point of our proposal is the answer, attitude and actions of the 
North in the crisis of Europe and of financial economy. Does the North, and art 
from north in particular, have anything else to say to the crisis of Europe than 
the automatisms of financial and debt capitalism, True Finns (the right wing 
populist party), the Sverige demokraterna (the Swedish right wing populist 
party), the school killers in Finland, and Norway (Utoya)? And if it does, what? 
What is the answer of the North to the dead end of Europe?

19
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Monster is a proposal in the midst of the 
dog-eat-dog truths of financial economy and 
crisis of Europe, where the precariousness of 
immaterial labour defines our every day, the 
bull of finance tries to assfuck maiden Europa 
again, semiocapitalism exercises its arbitrary 
power and forces us to continuously and 
directly exploit ourselves and our friends – while 
cynicism, depression and detachment form 
others have become the most important means 
of one’s survival. Or like the president of Finland 
Sauli Niinistö defined an old concept anew 
during his election campaign: “Solidarity means 
that everybody takes care of his own business 
and does not let himself to be supported by 
others or leave problems of his existence to 
others.” 

26

More, we are dependent on each other to see this softness. We are molle people, an impossible 
community, the future of cooperation.”  There may be some self-sarcasism in this description, 
but only to express that there is no heroism in the exhaustion and disillusionment we are all 
experiencing at the moment when seeking a way forward together is necessary but without any 
one being able to lecture or show the way. There is no other ground but the broken one. Look at 
Europe. Look at Finland. We have difficulties in believing what is happening to us, because nothing 
seems to happen. 

What is the new figure of this new solidarity? We are no rise 
of the outcasts, no promises here for a better world in the 
future ruled by the “good”. Our form of molecular organism 
emerges from our depressing present, lack of hope, from 
the fact that we have only the precarious present to share. 
We describe ourselves as a group of losers, sad figures, dark 
souls, cynical opportunists and depressed princesses. ”We are 
not tough or heroic, we are soft and feeble. We don’t march or 
demonstrate. We have difficulties in getting up from the bed.

by Akseli Virtanen

monster

Neither is the problem that I was alienated from my work or that the social 
relation between people was taking a form of a relation between commodities. 
I feel the exhaustion and exploitation much more directly on my skin, in my 
body, in my brain, in my heart. The work blends with my personality and 
transforms into a black hole which exhausts me by as if forcing me to be 
capable of my own capabilities, my own potentiality, exhausting thus any 
possibility of becoming another. It sucks my imagination, feelings, relations, 
sensitivity and thoughts, leaving me empty of emotions and senses, like Walter 
Benjamin’s Mickey Mouse, without a real body and a real life. 

27

We are tired of being ourselves because the 
self-evidendies and refrains of our lives don’t 
work anymore. We know they don’t, even 
if we still try to pretend that they do. We 
need a reinvention of ourselves, but have no 
strength nor appeal for it. That is why we all 
sound like déjà vu, that is why we have already 
been there, already seen that, already done 
that. The realm of possible at our disposal is 
exhausted, we have only our actuality, there 
is no horizon of change. Déjà vu.  “True Finns”, 
the dark figures of the north, the killers of 
Jokela and Utoya, the rasists, the cynical 
opportunists demanding guarantees from 
Greece and Spain, we who are interested in 
everything but don’t care about anything and 
bring to the table anything to share… this 
is our breeding ground, and we don’t have 
anything else to share but our future as a 
threat. From this closed reality emerges the 
necessity to think critically about the political 
means we have inherited from the past 
centuries, and to build new ones which would 
correspond to our subjectivity, the monster 
of the north. These new means will appear as 
paradoxical, disgusting and repulsive, because 
they are against the old morality (especially of 
the left). They are kind of monsters, which will 
break the sense of normal and independent 
flow of life.

Our analysis of the functioning of capitalism within 
the escaping meaning points to the same conclusion. 
Semiocapitalism is cooperation without memory, its essence is 
the flow affective labour which does not subjectify collectively. 
The real problem is not that I could not express myself, that I 
was repressed or excluded. On the contrary my communicative 
disorders and precarious state of mind are not pathologies 
of repression, removal, concealment, restrictions or direct 
exploitation. They are effects of semiotic inflation, excess of 
meaning and information, excess of possibilities and visibility, 
of continuous overload of infoneural stimuli and over-inclusion.



Semiocapitalism – where value is produced more with words 
than machines, where commodities are more signs, images, plans, 
expectations, feelings and communicative acts that material 
things, and where thus production corresponds to semiotic 
production – does not only transform labour into profit, but 
penetrates much further into the tissue of our existence. Our 
feelings, perceptions, hopes, desires and imaginary ghosts are not 
something separate but integral components of the functioning 
of semioeconomy. This transfer of the mechanisms of production 
of value into our mental environment is far more important 
to the analysis of our psyche than the mother relationship or 
family. This is what Deleuze and Guattari meant in their famous 
analysis in L’Anti-Oidipe: desire is social, capitalism is about the 
appropriation of desiring production. The very essence of the 
semiocapitalist accumulation is in that it does not restrict itself 
within the sphere of economic surplus value, but that it uses all 
possible means of capture and management of subjective abilities 
and powers, of appropriation and modulation of subject’s time, 
desire and creativity. It does not operate so much at the level of 
our actual actions in particular space and time (actual working 
tasks, working places and working times), but rather sinks its 
teeth directly into the molecular, aleatory, the uncertain and 
indeterminate still in the process of becoming. It aims to control 
potentiality. It functions like an “environment” which guides us to 
find the right problems, answers, ways of behaviour. That is why 
the question of “becoming”, the question of the possible in my 
own live, the question of creating my own problems, interferes 
directly to the cognitive and affective essence of semiocapitalist 
accumulation.
What is the crisis of Europe about? The reason of the crisis is the 
same than the reason of the crisis of financial economy. It is the 
lack of trust which emerges out the depression and impotentiality 
of people, from a kind of state of an-esthesia, where the loss of 
the ability to sense helps us somehow to survive. 
Depression is the crisis of capitalism. But could it also be a 
possibility to escape from it? Could we think of these dark figures 
and monsters, the human subjectivity without any direction, 
apathetic, indifferent, but possessing paradoxical immunity 
towards all attempts to meaningful command, as a fragile force 
from which the future begins. Perhaps it is this very instability, 
ambivalence, a kind of distance or indifference on which any 
serious thinking of organization of cooperation should today 
start. 
Perhaps the ice cold indifference and untouchability of the 
depressed is the dark state, the moment of exhaustion and truth, 
which emerges out of the breakdown of the communities and 
sense and from which we should start looking for the possibility 
of creation and cooperation – not chaos
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but the essence of becoming that would give us consistency something external to us – like 
neoliberalism, financial capital, greedy bankers and their henchmen, the lazy Greeks, the narrow 
minded True Finns and rasist Sverige Democraterna – but it is already in our hearts and in our 
minds, in our relationships, and in our friends: the real problem are our own emotions, thoughts, 
desires, friends. There is no logic of dualism by which the “good” could organize against the “evil”.



Perhaps the ice cold indifference and untouchability of the depressed is the dark state, the 
moment of exhaustion and truth, which emerges out of the breakdown of the communities and 
sense and from which we should start looking for the possibility of creation and cooperation – 
not chaos but the essence of becoming that would give us consistency
something external to us – like neoliberalism, financial capital, greedy bankers and their 
henchmen, the lazy Greeks, the narrow minded True Finns and rasist Sverige Democraterna – 
but it is already in our hearts and in our minds, in our relationships, and in our friends: the real 
problem are our own emotions, thoughts, desires, friends. There is no logic of dualism by which 
the “good” could organize against the “evil”.

What is the most scary is not the unknown, but the what we know the best: the True Finns.

What is the crisis of Europe about? The reason of the crisis is the same than the reason of 
the crisis of financial economy. It is the lack of trust which emerges out the depression and 
impotentiality of people, from a kind of state of an-esthesia, where the loss of the ability to 
sense helps us somehow to survive. Depression is the crisis of capitalism. But could it also be 
a possibility to escape from it? Could we think of these dark figures and monsters, the human 
subjectivity without any direction, apathetic, indifferent, but possessing paradoxical immunity 
towards all attempts to meaningful command, as a fragile force from which the future begins.

Perhaps it is this very instability, ambivalence, a kind of distance or indifference on which 
any serious thinking of organization of cooperation should today start.  Perhaps the ice cold 
indifference and untouchability of the depressed is the dark state, the moment of exhaustion and 
truth, which emerges out of the breakdown of the communities and sense and from which we 
should start looking for the possibility of creation and cooperation – not chaos but the essence of 
becoming that would give us consistency. 30





subjectivity in 
schizoanalysis: 
a question for the artist
by Tero Nauha

How to proceed when you don’t have a question to ask, or if you would only have reactive an-
swers to already established questions? In order to distinguish artistic practice from the overall 
knowledge production of capitalism, in my predication this practice should concentrate on mu-
tations and variations, since there is no identical actualization of the potentiality; no authentic-
ity but only interpretations and variations. However, the knowledge production of capitalism 
creates predominant refrains1, motifs, which are based on the promise and obstructions of al-
ternative articulations of potentiality. The dominant articulations organize the subjectivity in 
the present conditions of neoliberal and post-industrial semio-capitalism to produce a ‘home’ or 
‘nest’, where only specific interpretations of the potential are nurtured, while minor are being 
reduced to repetition with the same. It is the precariousness conditions, where artistic practices 
take place, and where I must ask, what could a performance do2?

What is schizoanalysis?

Félix Guattari and Jean Oury developed the concept of schizoanalysis at the clinique La Bor-
de3. (More details of the La Borde see Genosko 1996, 8-12) Schizoanalysis has its origin in the 
heterogeneous and radical “anti-psychiatric” movement of the late 1960s and early 1970s in 
Italy, France and England, and the militant Marxist attitude against the institutional psychiatry 
and namely (Lacanian) psychoanalysis. (Genosko 2002, 30-36) So far it has been seldom used in 

1  Guattari on refrains: ”I would say that the refrain does not rest on the elements of form, material, or ordinary signification, 
but on the detachment of an existential “motif’ (or leitmotif) instituted as an “attractor” in the midst of sensible and significa-
tional chaos.” (Genosko 1996, 200)
2  “The Body, solely from the laws of its own nature, can do many things at which its mind is amazed.” (Spinoza 1677/1992, 105)
3  “Oury and Félix agreed on a general division of labour. The first was in charge of things medical and the psychoanalytic train-
ing of personnel, the second with the institutional properly so-called, financial management, administration, and external rela-
tions. During the period extending as far as 1968, the allegiance to Freudo-Lacanianism and the Marxist sociological reference, 
united in an ambient structuralist syncretism, supported the distinction between two distinct alienations, the one individual 
and psychopathological, the other social. They were both present in the place of care, but the treatment of illness supposed a 
permanent combat against the pathogenic, the pathoplastic effects of the trouble that affected both the establishment and 
the carers. One sees here already the dialectical hypothesis of a constant to and fro between the symptoms of psychotics and 
the modes of reception of those who look after them – neurotic, perverse (if one uses the classical division of Freud), or normo-
path  (as Oury ironically puts it).” (Polack 2011, 59)
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practice, but some recent examples include the appropriation of schizoanalysis by the Ueinzz 
Theatre Group in São Paulo and the performance group Plastique Fantastique initiated by Simon 
O’Sullivan and David Burrows4  in the UK. Even at the clinique La Borde schizoanalysis was not 
the basic therapeutic practice, but used as an experiment for social organization. The attention in 
schizoanalytic practice is on the group, rather than the individual – for Guattari it was a politically 
necessary move away from ‘bourgeois’ Freudian and Lacanian analysis.
 
In addition, in the development of schizoanalysis his collaborator and friend Gilles Deleuze in-
fluenced Guattari considerably. Janell Watson has researched these links in her book Guattari’s 
Diagrammatic Thought: Writing Between Lacan and Deleuze (2009). Both her book and the more 
recent book on subjectivity and diagrammatic thought by Simon O’Sullivan (2012) are excellent 
philosophical investigations on this topic, and provide thorough introductions to Guattari’s idea 
of metamodelization, therefore I will not go any deeper on these relations here. Moreover, I have 
written about the topic of appropriating schizoanalysis to artistic practice in my article in Journal 
of Artistic Practice, therefore, I will not do it here. (Nauha 2013)
Shortly, appropriation of schizoanalysis is a way to use these tools outside the therapeutic con-
text. Therefore my research and artistic practice is not concerning the clinical implications of 
schizoanalysis, for instance in relation with schizophrenia or psychosis. However, what is sig-
nificantly similar between artistic practice and therapy is the production of subjectivity in both 
instances, and how this production can be approached by schizoanalysis. The event of perfor-
mance is a site for potential possibilities to become actual. Schizoanalysis is not a manual for full 
potentiality, but an analysis of the subjectivization accommodated in the promise of infinity by 
late capitalism.

The process of singularization

In the process of singularization “human territoriality” loses its character for “becoming animal, 
vegetable, cosmos, becoming immature, multivalent sex, becomings incorporeal… Without en-
tirely ceasing to be thinking reeds.” (Guattari 2013, 20) Singularization takes place “at the junc-
tion of the facts of sense, of material and social facts,” adjacent with an abstract machine, which 
will destabilize the ground of the subjectivity. (Guattari 2013, 20) Therefore these processes of 
singularization are not conceived through the signified language, but through material flux. 
These assemblages thus “call into question many other things than linguistic performances: etho-
logical and ecological dimension, economic, aesthetic, corporeal, phantasmatic semiotic compo-
nents that are irreducible to the semiology of language.” (Guattari 2013, 39) Schizoanalysis will 
refuse all neutral positions of a therapist, teacher, specialist or any authority, since they are part 
of the assemblage – of the dual process of deterritorialization/reterritorialization. Instead of a 
formal principle of the ‘thermodynamics’ of libidinal energy – the ‘pleasure principle’ – Guattari’s 
schizoanalysis presupposes a transversality5  between: 1) Flows (F) of signals, matter and ener-
gy (intensities of play, joy, sadness and semiotics); 2) the abstract machinic Phyla (Φ) that preside 
over objective laws and changes (blueprints, plans, rules, and regulations6, which do not only reg-

4  See http://www.plastiquefantastique.org
5  ”Transversality in the group is a dimension opposite and complementary to the structures that generate pyramidal hierarchi-
zation and sterile ways of transmitting messages. Transversality is the unconscious source of action in the group, going beyond 
the objective laws on which it is based, carrying the group’s desire […] it is my hypothesis that there is nothing inevitable about 
the bureaucratic self-mutilation of a subject group, or its unconscious resort to mechanisms that militate against its potential 
transversality. They depend, from the first moment, on an acceptance of the risk – which accompanies the emergence of any 
phenomenon of real meaning – of having to confront irrationality, death, and the otherness of the other.” (Guattari 1984, 22-23)
6  “The Phyla [of machines] supply the plans and diagrams, which must be realized in the matter and energy of the Flows [...] 
the full cycle of assemblages is not complete until the Universes and Territories also become involved, incorporating both 
machinic proto-subjectivity and human experience.” (Watson 2009, 131)
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ulate and organize the flows, but are in essence creative. (Watson 2009, 126) 3) existential Terri-
tories (T), considered from the angle of their self-enjoyment 4) incorporeal Universal reference 
(U), which escape from the energetic, legal, evolutionary and existential coordinates of the three 
preceding domains (non-signified and non-discursive domain of virtual content, unformed matter 
and the realm of potentiality)7. 
The Flows are arranged in “Complexions”; machinic Phyla as “Rhizomes”; Territories as “Cut-outs” 
and Universes as “Constellations” in each, particular Plane of Consistency. (Guattari 2013, 56) 
These relations between the four domains are in some sense economic, but do not follow the du-
alistic logic of Freudian thermodynamics of the libido. Here, Guattari and Deleuze propose alto-
gether different concept of economy, and not the one of expenditure or balance or gift, but rather 
similar to the speculative economy practiced today: a rhizomatic model and a rhizomatic, abstract 
machine of economy.
The question of non-discursive matter is essential, aside from the discursive signification. In ad-
dition to the horizontal division between real and potential, Guattari’s map is divided vertically, 
where it responds to the division between objective and subjective: the left side deals with the 
‘given’ while right side is the domain of the ‘logic of body without organs’. (Watson 2009, 125) Ar-

7  ”Concrete, oniric, pathological, or aesthetic […] universe[s] [are] constellation[s] of values, of nondiscursive references, of 
virtual possibility, not real and not actualized, and yet necessary to any process of actualization and realization. Crystals of sin-
gularization.” (Watson 2009, 124-129)
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tistic processes dealing only with semiotic significations, deals with power and language and con-
sequently produces more signification. In turn, artistic practice cannot reside only in the domain 
of potential Territories and Universes, since it requires machines, in other words significations of 
the material flows in the real. In order to produce changes and transformations both in the sin-
gular, existential territory or ‘how life seems’ and between the organizing power of machines and 
material fluxes practice should consider both signification and asignified potentials – the consis-
tency of the singularization processes. 
The cycle of performance

I would like to make a short analysis of the performance in relation with the schizoanalytic meta-
model, based on the above-mentioned articulation. I would not like to make an interpretation, but 
rather pick up some of the singularization processes and look at different points of the process. 
The discursivity in the domain of Flows (F) function as a kind of starting point, where “the world 
presents itself in the form of fluctuation” of signs and matter. (Guattari 2013, 75) Flows are 
“smooth” and “intensive” where they are “cut into discrete figures” in the existential territory, as 
‘types’, so to speak. Guattari mentions the link between the action of using an ATM card in the 
machine, which triggers a-signified codes, economic flows and physical changes. (Guattari 2013, 
89)  Another example is a particle accelerator, which is established at the meeting point of Flows 
of algorithms, concrete, steel, glass, energy, monetary signs, and, finally, particle. (Guattari 2013, 
84) In so far as it is a crystallization of the real, the possible and the necessary, Being is essentially 
a machinic product. (Guattari 2013, 91)
A performer is alive figure and singular cut-out or crystallization. He or she functions with differ-
ent affectual abilities, which work different ways in relation with their passions and actions. Af-
fects, objects and changes relationships during the performance trigger in similitude with an ATM 
card a various expressions of each singular existential territory. In the performance situation our 
existential territory is cut-out in a particular way, which leads us often to analyse ourselves, and 
think what to avoid or to do better next time. ATM is fairly simple machine, comparing with the 
intensities and flows that a performer is going through in each singularization process. 
Obviously, when Guattari and Deleuze write about machines and machinic they do not mean 
‘robotic’ beings without consciousness8. Guattari writes that “each technical or semiotic ma-
chine is inseparable from the machines for which it is substituted and from the machine that it 
prepares for the future […] rhizome of machinic implication [and] each machine is inseparable 
from its overall environment.” (Guattari 2013, 73-74) The abstract and concrete machine require 
the non-discursive universe of reference, and in turn generate each particular existential terri-
tory, the cut-out from the material and signaletic flows. Machines are “the locus for the genera-
tion (the heterogenesis) of singular positions of existence.” (Guattari 2013, 73-74) The concrete 
machines are “mixture of territorialized Flows and deterritorialized Phyla,” and they are “putting 
into function of Flows and existential Territories.” (Guattari 2013, 95, 97) The capitalist abstract 
machine is deterritorializing, in other words dislocating the subject from the territory. It dislo-
cates and rearranges according to plans, diagrams and rules. In the experiment we often use con-
crete machines such as dimmer, audio mixing table or lightning, aside from the abstract machines. 

8  In “Machine and Structure” Guattari writes: “The essence of the machine is precisely this function of detaching a signifier as 
a representative, as a ‘differentiator’, as a causal break, different in kind from the structurally established order of things. It is 
this operation that binds the machine both to the desiring subject and to its status as the basis of the various structural orders 
corresponding to it. The machine, as a repetition of the particular, is a mode - perhaps indeed the only possible mode - of univo-
cal representation of the various forms of subjectivity in the order of generality on the individual or the collective plane. […] The 
voice, as speech machine, is the basis and determinant of the structural order of language, and not the other way round. The 
individual, in his bodiliness, accepts the consequences of the interaction of signifying chains of all kinds, which cut across and 
tear him apart. The human being is caught where the machine and the structure meet.” (Guattari 1984, 114)
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These abstract and concrete machines signify the action, since they are Real and discursive by 
nature. The rules and plans of a performance appear either in discordance with the machines 
or flowing with them. Such pressure on the existential territories in the practice may appear as 
presence of depression, anxiety or fear, in other words as forms of reterritorialization. Reterrito-
rialization, on the other hand does not mean such thing as ‘grounding’, in practice. The machines 
organize the flows, according to some discursive plans.  
 
A Capitalist abstract machine is homogenizing and synthetic, which “must unceasingly recreate 
the void, reproduce the splitting and isolation of a individuated subject in relation to assemblages 
of enunciation.” (Guattari 2011, 53)  
 
It must function as a system of neutralization and overcoding. Brian Holmes writes about Guat-
tari’s idea of the collective speech: 

The point was to suggest how a group can act to ‘metamorph itself’, to escape from 
the overcoding that tries to fix it in one position, and to produce new figures, forms, 
constellations – in short, original material and cultural configurations that are in-
separable from collective statements. This is what Guattari calls an agencement 
collectif d’énonciation […] ‘an articulation of collective speech’. (Holmes 2006, 421)

In the performance there is a strenuous junction between the intention for probing our collective 
speech – with the audience, as well – and the destabilizing signification of the abstract machines. 
Here, Guattari is adamant about the requirement of consistency, in which Territories, Flows, 
Phylum of Machines and Universal references may produce a singular event. There is no essential 
authenticity, which would not be contaminated with any abstract machine of signification. Ob-
structions and constraints are these kind of necessary abstract machines.
The virtual Universes are constellations of values or virtual possibility. Universes are pure po-
tentiality and not real or actualized. They are necessary for any process to become in realization. 
Since they are not signified, non-finite, and their “essence is to exist,9” they are necessary for the 
singularization process. (Guattari 2013, 159)
Crystals of singularization and bifurcation points may serve as the point of emergence of new 
“mutant universes of reference”. Guattari calls these variously ‘incorporeal Universes,’ ‘Universes 
of reference,’ or ‘Universes of enunciation.’ They are constituted by something that is repeated, 
that is affirmed, that is neither localized nor finite nor discursive, but which is singular, or better, 
irreversibly singularizing. These virtual Universes are nondiscursive and non-localizable, yet nec-
essarily existing – “it is their essence to exist. ” They are not plans or rules. 
In the practice, this part is the most difficult to discern or to describe, since it is not about values, 
plans or rules and it is not Real. More like an affect, a refrain may function as a “trigger for a Con-
stellation of Universes of reference,” where the refrain functions in similitude with a Benjaminian 
aura, without, which “the objects that surround us would lose their ‘air’ of familiarity and would 
topple into an anguishing strangeness.” (Guattari 2013, 209) It is the constellation of virtual and 
pure essence, and not limited with the passion of a subject. Deleuze writes on Spinoza, that 

9  “A Universe is a constellation of values, of nondiscursive references, or virtual possibility, not real and not actualized, and yet 
necessary to any process of actualization and realization. Crystals of singularization and bifurcation points may serve as the 
point of emergence of new “mutant universes of reference”. Guattari calls these variously ‘incorporeal Universes,’ ‘Universes 
of reference,’ or ‘Universes of enunciation.’ They are constituted by ‘something that is repeated, that is affirmed, that is neither 
localized nor finite nor discursive, but which is singular, or better, irreversibly singularizing.’” (Watson 2009, 129)
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In every passive affection there is something imaginary which inhibits it from be-
ing real […] our force of suffering is simple the imperfection, the finitude, the lim-
itation of our force of acting itself. Our force of suffering asserts nothing, because 
it expresses nothing at all […] our power of suffering is in fact our impotence, our 
servitude, that is to say, the lowest degree of our power of acting […] as long as our 
capacity to be affected is exercised by passive actions, it is reduced to a minimum, 
and exhibits only our finitude and or limitation […] active affections are indeed the 
only ones that really and positively exercise our capacity to be affected […] the pow-
er of action by itself expresses essence […] In existing modes, essence is the same 
as power of action, and the power of action the same as the capacity to be affected. 
(Deleuze 1990, 224-25)

In other words, there are limited singularities on stage at the performance, whose intention is to 
recognize their own impotence and suffering; their limited ability to trigger Universe of reference 
with their habits and refrains; with their abstract machines. 
Lastly, it is the Existential territory – affects, refrains, passions and suffering or the life, as it 
seems - where “possible becomes necessary.” (Guattari 2013, 159) It is the relationship between 
the Territory and Universes where there is no “difference against the others,” or alterity, and 
which may constitute a hyper-complexity and self-affirmation in the process of heterogeneity. 
(Guattari 2013, 165-66)
Guattari writes about the discontinuity between the dreams and sketches of Leonardo da Vin-
ci and the “techno-scientific state of things of his epoch,” where his dreams did not acquire the 
consistency or collective enunciation at his time. Expressions engender existential mutations, 
but only until there is a functioning abstract and concrete machine involved. (Guattari 2013, 142) 
They are performative only if they can acquire the consistence of collective enunciation, in other 
words, when ‘a dream’ requires abstract machine and involvement of the virtual Universes in or-
der to function. “The Concorde was never very successful because its economic Universe lacked 
consistency,” he writes10.  
How do we perform or how the enunciation is set into existence by performatives? What is per-
formance in accordance with the real Flows, possible Phyla, virtually real Territories and virtually 
possible Universes? What part does the larynx, saliva or molar teeth take in the act of enunci-
ation, and in what relation the subject is with the abstract and concrete machines? During the 
performance my attention to action is not focused or open to possibilities; it does not confer with 
a narcissistic body-image, but rather it resembles the description of the psychotics presented by 
Gisela Pankow: 

The neurotic can recognize the missing parts of his body or those which are sepa-
rated as well as the whole to which these belong, even if his way of talking about 
his body makes it appear mutilated or cut up. Thus one part of his body can come to 
represent the whole without dissociation and without the entire body being de-
stroyed. The psychotic, on the other hand, has a dissociated image of his body: he 

10 “Concorde simultaneously involves: a diagrammatic Universes with plans of theoretical ‘feasibility’; technological Universes 
transposing this ‘feasibility’ into material terms; industrial Universes capable of effectively producing it; collective imaginary 
Universes corresponding to a desire sufficient to make it see the light of day; political and economic Universes leading, amongst 
other to things, to the release of credit for its construction … But the bottom line is that the ensemble of these final, material, 
formal and efficient causes will not do the job! The Concorde object moves effectively between Paris and New York but remains 
nailed to the economic ground.” (Guattari 1995, 48)
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can no longer recognize a part of his body as precisely a part of it; the body as it is 
experienced is no longer an entity. (Pankow 1974, 407)

The performing “constituted social temporality” of this particular experiment was constituted 
from the Flow of real by the possible real of the abstract and concrete Machines in the Phyla. 
(Butler 1988, 519) The performative is put into being in the existential territory, which has a par-
ticular consistency. Each performance is a singular smoothing of the Flows: a sort of existential 
homogenization. However, the domain of the particular Territory of the performance is not only 
a reduction of the potentials, but also site for the cognitive, memorial, affective and imaginary ex-
perimentations. Not one formula functions the same at different occasions. Therefore, different 
signals and matters have to have some compositional and mutual apprehension between each 
other, in order any performance or performative to take place. 
It is the capitalist abstract machine of abstractions, which approximates the standard and cre-
ates a mess of details and functions as a homogenizing process. The sense of mess is not a sense 
of density, but void, where localized and minor refrains are transformed into the talk of the cap-
italist machinery. It is a cool identity, which lingers in the void – which in turn has the capacity 
to annihilate. In practice these moments of cool and indifference are doubled with the sense of 
despair, loneliness and  
aggression. I know that I am into something, but I cannot perceive, articulate or signify what it is. 
There are no means of articulation, but only a way to probe and leave these elements hanging on 
and to accept the presence of a shadow, which is similar to nondiscursive trauma. (Caruth 1995) 
(Leys 2000) (Bennett 2005) In my predication, this is what a performance can do, with the non-
discursive matter of potentials – destructive or emerging, like holding them on my fingertips and 
articulate the void around them. The existential territory is a mess of quotidian virtual not yet 
captured.
New, accident or shadow - or in turn the coolness of a transformed subjectivity – have no symbol-
ic articulation. Therefore, it brings forth the danger of event as annihilation potential of plasticity. 
Such practice, which I have been taken upon as schizoanalytic practice works with the accident, 
and in this way, “The Real can only occur by chance, without any machination”, as Catherine Mal-
abou refers to Lacan’s idea of trauma being only possible by an accident. (Malabou 2012, 135) 
Void, like trauma evades full symbolic articulations, but transforms subjectivity. The controlling 
techniques appropriated by the neoliberal capitalism function in similitude with trauma, by dam-
aging subjectivity’s relation with the other and Real and cerebral dimensions. It creates “isola-
tion” and “neutralization”; transform time, space, and relations with perception, interests and 
performance. (Malabou 2012, 148) (Deleuze 1992)
The other side of the virtuoso of neoliberal capitalism is the shadow, nondiscursive and virtual 
potentiality. The nondiscursive, minor refrains are consecutively formed through the captur-
ing machines of the Real, but the minor potentialities alter existential Territory of a subject or a 
group. Abstract machine of capitalism aims to capture the full potentiality of our everyday exis-
tence, and contaminate the subjectivity by producing types, which in subdued manner are consid-
erable similar from the types of totalitarian plasticity, criticized by Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe and 
Jean-Luc Nancy. (Lacoue-Labarthe 1990)
Simon O’Sullivan writes in his book On the Production of Subjectivity (2012) that subject is a “site 
and locus of a kind of battle against the homogenizing powers of capitalism … but it was also a 
lived experience. A lived problem we might say.”(O’Sullivan 2012, 2) Subject is the problem and 
the battleground of the power and subjection. Power is what produces the subjectivity, which is 
a site of potential resistance, also. When semio-capitalism produces “an alienated, atomized and 

homogenized individual,” as O’Sullivan argues, then it is the practice and specific bodily perfor-
mance, which not only articulates this, but also probes and explicitly presents how homogeniza-
tion is taking place. It is the practice, which aims to articulate processes of homogenization and 
alienation among frustration, hope and invention. If subject is unintermittedly exposed to visual 
representations of happiness, then how can a subject make a difference between the economy 
of joy, which requires him to excel as homo oeconomicus, and joy, which produces minute lines of 
flight? Both ways are production of subjectivity, but the result is altogether different.
When the discursive nature of artistic practice incorporates the dual nature of nondiscursive 
potentiality including annihilation – of being exploited or revered as an actuation of the new with 
difference – it is expressly a political task. It is an articulation of the contemporary political sub-
jectivity.
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Lapse as a      
public event and 
tool for social 
reanimation 
by Karolina Kucia

 
A lapse -  lapsus, is an experiment of cooperation, which is not based on sympathy or consensus.  
I chose lapsus for its sensual-emotional complexity and immediacy, to be an occasion for alter-
natives in self-organizing and collective co-emergence. I chose to search not through affirmation 
of any exact alternative or potentiality of alternative, but by inhabiting a state of disruption. I 
asked people who share affection for moments of lapse or those to whom those moments happen 
frequently to join the project. We were working through combining mechanical and organic pro-
cesses of dialogue, exchange and production. Methods and tools used in this practice were: lapse, 
parody, mockery, inconsistency, reanimation and personal resistance. 
The main reason to initiate this search was to try out a process that would embrace a condition of 
fuzzy, fractalized and flexible subject and precarious work structure in cognitive production with 
its possible collapses. As an event producer in an age of commodification of time, experience and 
event I decided to play with this structure and to invite a lapsus as a moment of disruption; to be 
able to see and work with the moment of getting out from the disruption and possibility of fallacy. 
Does a collapse produce stiffening or reinvention of the norm? 

Returning refrain

A lapse is a casual, every day collapse. One could wish it to become an opportunity for innova-
tion, formation of new logic, looking for a way out from fallacy, a crisis. At the same time in this 
little moment there is potentiality for just stiffening of the old structures, the stiffening of the 
control and of the expression. I really do not know what lapsus is, but I can recognize some of its 
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qualities. Lapsus is a rare moment of chaos, simply a potentiality of unknown, a pure potentiality 
that can be so overwhelming, that is distancing us from entering it. It is a moment aside of or even 
removed from consciousness, and at the same time from the discourse. It is not an emotion, it is a 
knot of emotions: arousal, joy, fear, shame and upset. It is also just nothing, an unemotional event 
- a structural trip up in activity or status.
Could a slip be some kind of opening of the rhythm of another order in the reappearing refrain; 
unconscious sounds come into the conscious song? Sigmund Freud in The Psychopatology of Ev-
ery Day Life  gives several examples of slips of tongue and their different origin and nature. A slip 
is contamination, disruption in thinking. It can be the result of a completely alien thought inter-
mingled in the process of formulating the other thought as a verbal expression. It can come from 
a momentary loss of memory first; in lapsus the memory returns, like in a case when the name is 
forgotten in a conversation despite the effort of remembering it and it returns as a lapse in anoth-
er conversation that follows the previous one, but is completely unrelated. Or it can be a moment 
of anticipating another memory, expulsion of a thought or memory, suppression of a thought in 
conversation, a distraction, circular thoughts during the conversation around the other thought. 
“In both modes [speech-blunders intended to express or unintended to express] origin of the 
mistake in speech the common element lies in the simultaneity of the stimulus, while the differen-
tiating elements lie in the arrangement within or without the same sentence or context”. (Freud 
1914, 75) There are rhythmic qualities in a lapse: it is contagious, it is repetitive, it is  transitional. 
The once forgotten name in the conversation tends to keep slipping out from the memory in an-
other, even not by the author of the original slip but by it’s witnesses (Freud 2014, 53). After one 
slip of tongue appears in conversation there is often a possibility for another slip to follow. (Freud 
1914, 81) Another rhythmic quality of lapse: a lapse appears to reveal the structure from which it 
sticks out. That comes out in the form of a refrain. In that context a lapse appears as a refrain from 
a different rhythm. Slips are orderly because language production is orderly, and systematization 
of them is making language orderly. We can see a lapse as a new rhythm. How could we approach 
that in practice? Like a child does; there is no collapse of the old order, the collapse is the play, the 
new order itself, to be picked up and sung. It is not actually a collapse; it is merely a change in the 
rhythm. 
Félix Guattari describes a lapsus or joke as an existential refrain due to their repetitive functions. 
According to him they both allow a mode of subjectivity, which has lost consistency, to come into 
existence. (Guattari 1995, 26) They both are machinic existential refrains, autonomous, with the 
potentiality of their own autopoietic modalisation. These refrains tend to machinically repeat and 
become autonomous in becoming, ‘autopoietize’. Does their independence threaten the unity of 
self or the unity of discourse? And why would that be a conflict? This involuntary autonomy of 
a lapse and loss of control over the narrative, the coexistence of parallel options and the conta-
giousness, which gives possibility for a recombination of both: the self and the discourse, person-
al narrative and social norm. 

It is thus equally from a hotchpotch of banalities, prejudices, stereotypes, absurd situations 
- a whole free association of everyday life - that we have to extricate, once and for all, these 
Z or Zen points of chaosmosis, which can only be discovered in nonsense, through the lap-
sus, symptoms, aporias, the acting out of somatic scenes, familial theatricalism, or institu-
tional structures. This, I repeat, stems from the fact that chaosmosis is not exclusive to the 
individuated psyche. (Guattari 1995, 85)

 
Aporia is a moment with no way out. It is a certain situation of confusion and lack of resources: 



or as in lapsus, too many  resources, multiple parallel options, which create lack, andcrisis in the 
consistency of action. 
 
What actually is a lapse. Does ‘it’ actually exist? It seems not to. It is just a break, an involuntary 
interval, a gap or a misfit. In itself it is nothing. It is a place of difference.

-----------------------------I
                                                     I
                                                     I
                                                     I ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Techniques of lapse
 
The existence of lapse is a proof for the existence of assumption. Assumption means to predict 
how things are supposed to go. Lapse is a disturbance of this prediction. For example as the lapse 
into heresy or lapse into sin is a deviation from a certain norm. Lapse is not only a funny little 
event, but it is also a lapse from a certain condition of life.  
 
Such as: 
- a minor or temporary failure
- a moral fall
- a break in continuity
- an interval
- a drop in standard
- a break in occurrence
- a gradual decline or drop to lower degree, condition, state
- a termination of right
- a termination of coverage
- an error, fault, mistake, oversight, negligence, indiscretion
- a pause, suspension, intermission, interruption, break
- a backsliding, relapse, relapsing, reversion, recidivism, regress
- a sink, pass, move
- to end, cease, terminate, finish, stop
- to drop away, fall away, drop off, slip
- to give up, forgo, lose
- to slide by, slip by, go along. 

A lapse is a partly private, partly public situation that has no pre-existing pattern or even when it 
has, it still happens all over again as unexpected. Its public face exists due to being witnessed and 
recognized as lapse or due to being potential to be viewed and recognized as lapse. It is a public 
situation by need of an audience, a third person and the relationship that the author of a lapse, 
the object of a lapse (a certain norm) and a witnessing audience create. When such an event is 
public there is always potentiality of different perspectives, awakening from creating a negative 
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fantasy, a possible humoristic version, the way out from trauma. At the same time there is anoth-
er possibility, for admitting and establishing the fact that something wrong has happened. This 
finding was very important: the public is not an abstract mass, but a figure, the relationship of 
three subjects: me, you and an object of our mutual understanding. How to slow down and arrive 
at this understanding was to deal with lapse like with a refrain of a song? To be able to be ready 
to repeat the tune when a lapse appears, just pick up the false, fallen phrase and play it, back and 
forth. To actually take it as a refrain and not as a metaphor of some meta-refrain, something that 
means something repeatedly, which we do not know what unless we analyse it, or someone else 
will see through it, but as an actual refrain, to be played, repeated, tasted, mocked, reanimated, 
co-poetized, to be sung in different voices, by twisting the words, the sounds, the meanings in 
their collapses...
In the film Attenberg from 2010, by Athina Rachel Tsangari there is a character of a young girl, in 
the process of becoming a woman with her father, who is ill with cancer. The girl and her father 
stay in a hotel room one evening, and have a conversation. Suddenly the girl starts to play with 
words, with lapse. She is coupling words, twisting them and rhyming. The father answers, they 
play together, they both make those weird game–poem–songs.  At some point the words become 
animal voices. Lapsus is here a transition from discourse to vocal but non-verbal communication. 
It is also of course an avoidance of talking about fear and pain and dying. Do they suppose to talk? 
It is also a way to the collapse of language, when language is not enough. Abuse is to call things, to 
know or to do. Only a pure potentiality, an untouched chaos of no words is a paradise. When we 
talk, there is a noise between us. The noise is always there, something more than what is said or 
heard is there, because we are not identical with each other1.  Lapse is something that happens 
half way between the paradise of pure potentiality and a successful formulation.

Lapse and Parody

As Giorgio Agamben writes, parody is an imitation of fiction, including a failure of narrative 
reason. It is also a collapse in the logic of the norm originally coming from an example of Callias; 
when the original norm of lyrics was for logos and melos (chant and speech) to follow a melody; 
“[...] para ten oiden, against (or beside) the song” (Agamben 2007, 39). As in the gradual break 
starting from Homer, introducing discordant melodies not corresponding with rhythm, through 
Hegemon of Thasos bringing the split clearly in presenting the parody into rhapsody. Oinopas, 
cither player separates music from the words. Finally Callias presents the song accompanied with 
a recitation of an alphabet. From this split between speech and chant, song and words, melos and 
logos, the prose arises later from that root. “The ‘obscure song’ that, according to Cicero, is felt in 
prose speech (est autem etiam in dicendo quidam cantus obscurior) is, in this sense, a lament for 
this lost music, for the disappearance of the natural place of song.” (Agamben 2007, 39-40)
In this case the original norm would actually be like a knot of self-evident relationships collapsed 
into each other that become separated by parody and its innovative order. In itself parody does 
not have a place. It always places itself beside, apart from its object. It appears as a parody only at 
the side of some ‘original’. Without this original, this object of mocking, parody would not exist as 
such. Parody can never neither fully identify with it nor deny it. Parody just exists beside. It uses 
the same methods as fiction: representation, mimesis, metaphor, and by being laughed at, it at 
the same time lays bare what it would pretend to be if it would be a fiction… It does not talk about 
reality, like fiction seems to do. It is as if the subject was too real, so real that you need a distance 
from it. Fiction speaks: ‘as if’, Parody talks: ‘as if not’, or ‘this is too much’. (Agamben 2007, 48)
1  Every system is a set of messages; in order to hear the message alone, one would have to be identical to the sender. As soon 
as love flees, the noise comes back in. (Michel Serres, The Parasite, 2007, University of Minnesota Press)
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I remember my last visit in the Museum of Auschwitz. There was a group of school kids as always 
(in Poland this trip is part of the educational program of primary schools). 

I remember the group of kids playing with the picture they had just seen, a limping prisoner upheld 
by his colleague, playing a starving prisoner and another one, so weak that he has to be carried 
by two people. Kids just played this weird bunch; an image, by moving a few meters forward, then 
laughing a bit abashed or ashamed, looking around for their teacher, if she has seen them, and go-
ing back to get ice creams or to do something else. I looked at them with some kind of mixture of 
amusement and envy; when I was in their age I would be paralyzed by the whole place and unable 
to process the experience in my body or mind. It was a pleasure to see kids who were not inhibit-
ed, not stuck in the sense of horror and not entirely distant to the subject of their visit. Watching 
this little side act and sharing this laughter with them gave me just enough of distance to enter the 
existing narrative more freely. 
I remember the speech of the Museum guide, describing the relationship of Nazi soldiers and pris-
oners. I think that the narrative was colored with a sense of sadism. I remember other narratives 
I read about that relationship by for example Antoni Kępiński, a Polish psychiatrist writing about 
Rudolf Höss’s neurosis. Höss was the commander-in-chief of Auschwitz Concentration Camp be-
tween 1940 and 1943. He, ‘the perfect robot’ as Kępiński calls him, suffered neurosis symptoms 
caused only by the guilt of not performing his military duties efficiently enough and the extreme 
rationalization of that production of death, completely free from sadism. (Kępiński and Orwid 
2007, 78) I remember my own recovery from those slightly over dramatized, and perhaps because 
of that, somewhat easier narratives. Recovery from the trust in what was said and what was not 
said about World War II, Poland and Auschwitz as various forms of propaganda and the moment 
of understanding that it is a search for ‘what could be real’?
I recall talking with a friend of mine, Rafał Pióro who is leading the renovation studio of Auschwitz 
Museum and his dilemma of how to produce – renovate – or to create this memorial of holocaust? 
Without its mocked ‘original’ standing beside, parody is just a made up story, another fiction.  
It looses all properties of belonging, it becomes re-territorialized back into literature. “In the same 
way, one can say that parody is the theory – and practice – of that in language and in being which 
is beside itself – or, the being – beside – itself of every being and every discourse.” (Agamben 2007, 
49)  Maybe the question is not: how does one restore the original?, but: how does one restore the 
position of standing beside the supposed original.
Agamben describes the following form of parody referring to Audigier, a poem in Old French that 
is mocking the ideal of noble knight, chivalric quest and admiration of the object of courtly love, 
by using a crude, descriptive image of not only relation but also of class and of the entire universe. 
This image is ‘cloacal’, scatological and most of all, physical. “[...] to confuse and render indiscern-
ible the threshold that separates the sacred and profane, love and sexuality, the sublime and the 
base”. (Agamben 2007, 43)
The third parody concept I formulated for myself is loosely based on Agamben’s essay “Parody” 
and on example of Yael Bartana’s trilogy video piece “And Europe Will Be Stunned” as a model for 
parody and for understanding Agamben’s essay. In three short films: Nightmares 2007, Wall and 
Tower, 2009 and Assassination, 2011, Bartana presents the reconciliation of Poles and Jews in 
one state. The story starts from an invitation, announced by the founder and chief editor of Kryty-
ka Polityczna magazine, for all Jews to return to Poland. Later it continues through collective 
building of the kibbutz-concentration camp by white, blue, and red dressed young workers of the 
new Polish-Jewish state represented by an emblem half eagle-half David’s star and accompanied 
with the original Polish anthem. This anthem created outside of the occupied, partitioned Poland 
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from 18th century is calling all Polish people to fight for a return to a united and free country. 
Those films are not only fiction, they are fiction composed out of existing and functioning every 
day elements, persons, and historical places. They are sort of documentaries of past narratives, 
happenings, propagandas and the potential realization of certain guilt and certain dreams. 
This example of parody is very interesting in light of Agamben’s writing that says: “[...] unlike fic-
tion, parody does not call into question the reality of its object; indeed, this object is so intolera-
bly real for parody that it becomes necessary to keep it at distance. To fiction’s ‘as if’, it opposes its 
drastic ‘this is too much’ (or ‘as if not’). (Agamben 2007, 48) Bartana’s trilogy seems to ask it all: ‘as 
if…’, ‘as if not…’ and perhaps still ‘as is…’. This formulation provided me with a realization that as a 
matter of fact has opened for me a way to understand the discrepancy between the connection of 
lapsus and parody or lapsus and joke. It opened for me a lot more than what I was looking for. Not 
only the distancing, not only approaching, but paradoxically both at the same time with a possibil-
ity of inclusion of the gap.
 
 
Lapse and joke as a form of public events
 
 What happens when I slip on the street? My first reaction, after I am sure I am ok, is surprisingly 
to check if someone has noticed the event. What is that search for a witness to evaluate the hap-
pening or myself? Is it a search for what has actually happened? Or it is just a check if it was my 
private event or a public one? Or is it a fear of being wrong, of failing or being judged? If I was not 
seen, is there still a chance that I did not fail?
In his book Multitude: between innovation and negation in the part called “Jokes and Innovative 
Actions: for a logic of change”, Paolo Virno brings together Sigmund Freud’s analysis of a joke 
(witty remark) and J. L. Austin’s theory of performative speech acts. Freud introduces joke as a 
public action thanks to the participation of a third person – the spectator – in a joke’s success, to 
confirm a joke as an action done with words only, a performative act of speech, but paradoxically 
based not on repetition but on a fallacy in the application of a rule, on nonsense, on an improper 
connection – an innovation. (Virno 2008, 81–97)  
I claim that lapse is a similar case of public, innovative act based on fallacy of reasoning.
From the erosion of public opinion (endoxa), in a condition of fallacy of sense, in a crisis and with 
a catch of momentum (kairos), the ‘know-how’ (phronesis) is applied (orthos logos) and acts to 
transform and to re-establish the sense. Public opinion is at the same time questioned, trans-
formed, and re-established by a momentary understanding and acceptance of this innovative act 
in a public situation.
By the creation of a joke a law is not only questioned, but a new voting on the old law is urgently 
in order. And it does it using too few words. It is like a shortcut that opens up a new heteroge-
neously semantic path. It seems short because it just got created. It did not exist just a while ago. 
And there is no other path available. It is almost too concise and compact because its expression 
comes from a reality that was smaller and was opened into one that is slightly larger.
Paolo Virno says: “No norm can indicate the modalities of its own concrete execution”. (Virno 
2008, 92) There seems to be always a gap or multiple possibilities of what to do with a norm. 
Which way will you follow a direction. Virno gives an example of a moment when a joke is made. 
In this moment you enter the side path and it is not just an eccentric act or the misapplication of a 
rule. It is a display of incommensurability between the norm and action itself. It is an act of enter-
ing a path through the fields. This possibility exists because a joke returns to the origin of a rule, 
to the moment when a direction was formulated. The joke exists in a moment of crisis of significa-
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tion and independency of application. 
Lapse is a bit less than that. It does not come with a solution, with a reestablishment of public 
opinion in form of laughter. It is a situation on the edge of a joke, shame or wrong. Lapse is an ele-
ment of a disruption in discourse – it could be seen as a disruption in the functionality of language 
and as such as a break in connectivity. Or proof of automatic connectivity2, an automatic, inat-
tentive discourse. But it has to be seen also as disruption as such, simply a collapse, a destruction 
in public situation defined as a condition of performative act: shared by three persons (first one: 
and author of a joke, or lapse, second one: and object of it, and third one: the witness, an audience 
and justification of it). This powerful set is just enough to transform a public opinion, to transform 
themselves and each other.
  
 
Lapse as technical setback

To lapse means to decrease, to drop the quality of the performance of life, a drop of status. It is 
like to commit a sin, to drop in the morals. It is a flop to drop from the standards.  It is a degrada-
tion to drop down to a lower degree. It is an illegal residence or deportation when you drop down 
from your residence permit. 
It is easier in a sentence; when you mess up the words, sometimes you come up with a different 
meaning. It can be disastrous as well or only ineffective in its consequences, but however cheesy 
it sounds, you can make another order of it. If you imagine a lapse from social status or morality 
or sanity it might not sound that inspiring anymore. To talk about making a new order from ones 
poverty or psychosis seems quite an arrogant advice.
I still believe though it makes sense. Perhaps in art it can be simply easier to name the technical 
qualities and decrease them for the purpose of challenging the twist, the stretch. But it is useful 
to play with any structure instead of dealing directly with the subject to exercise the possibilities 
of way out. How is it possible that when problems in organizations appear, they so quickly be-
come personal and after that they are so quickly a mess of emotional threads, fears, projections 
and complaints? When you are a subject, lapse is never fun. It always happens to you. It is a big 
thing to demand to be the one that dance as solo when a lapse appears. For few it is easier to be 
able to pick up the disrupted movement like a refrain, a tune. It is a dance with a loss of self.
A lapse is an event that happens to me, but recovering from it, is not. When it happens to me, it is 
just a gap, a weird, unclear, sometimes dark event, a moment that is difficult to recover from but 
rather easy to forget.
It can become both: a joke or a mistake, a moment of freedom or a wrong moment, sometimes 
minor, sometimes difficult to forget, shameful, a trauma. And this becoming is a shared, public 
process.
In the moment of lapse you yourself, with your reasoning, are an object of this play, a toy. You, as 
a subject of law can be transformed. It is carrying not a grammatical figure only, but your self with 
it, your self with a body, with confusion and public presence. 
Let’s return to Callias’ division of chant and speech. In this division, in that example of parody, 
something regular, something evident happens to fall apart. It is odd. It really does not feel new 
or innovative at all. It just seems odd. Perhaps this way it becomes funny. It is like a shortcut be-
tween the connections that did not exist before, in the case of a joke, only here it is paradoxically 
a shortcut to a sudden disconnection, a sudden independency. Laughter is born from this extra 
2 ”In a text titled ‘Networks, swarms, multitudes’ the biologist Eugene Thacker studies the analogies and differences between 
collectivity and connectivity. He observes that collectivity implies always a certain degree of connection, while the contrary is 
not true: connectivity does not imply the existence of a collective.” (Berardi and Virtanen 2010)
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amount of energy, this striking oddity and from actual immediate understanding, and not from 
engaging into the process of a rational modernization as progressive development towards the 
new actualized form. A rather weird amusement of a new order happens just a bit too close to 
understand what really happened or so close that it is immediately accepted in some strange way 
and understood fully, involuntarily. Parody strangely disconnects the creation of order, discon-
nects the relationship of fiction and reality, like in the scene from the Museum of Auschwitz, par-
ody gives back an oddity to an event, a distance, a question ‘what is this?’, What then has been add 
on the top of it? But these questions are put in a very strange way, by inclusion and not by nega-
tion. By adding an extra level and including all the others. It is just strange. It is like to almost dare 
to make a radical move. It causes laughter by the fact that it is too odd to be considered seriously, 
and in this way it stays only an addition to what it seemed to be before. 
Somehow there, reality is about to be revealed by what it is not, by its own edge, by a threshold of 
it.
 
In A Commentary on the Letter to the Romans, Giorgio Agamben describes as well the state 
of not-not me, not related to performance theory. It is an idea of a multitude as remnant, as 
non-people, not coinciding with itself, neither with the majority, nor with the minority, as the 
divided ones, aphorismenos. (Agamben 2005, 44) He introduces the idea of double division by 
Paul from Tarse, the cut on flesh and breath (pneuma/sarx) imposed on the old Jewish division on 
Jews an not Jew, the division of Jewish law. Agamben presents it as a figure of cut that cuts the 
cut, instead proposing the new one. In that way there is always a remnant between those that 
represent this various partitions. (Agamben 2005, 50-52) Can those forms of existence - me, not 
me, not-not me, me according to body, me according to mind, not me according to body, not me 
according to mind, not-not me… Can they cohabite an action, a relation at the same time. What 
kind of political figure of the multitude would that mean? A nation, Polish, not Polish and not-not 
Polish, Jewish, not Jewish and not-not Jewish. Again I am getting dizzy. Most interesting for me is 
what kind of act could the body cohabited by those three simultaneous forms of being will, what 
kind of an act would a group of bodies cohabited by those three simultaneous forms of being be 
capable of? And what is the form of being of that remnant of multiple selves, what else is there, 
besides me, not me and not-not me?
In rites of passage there is a moment where for example you are not a girl-child and not-not girl-
child, not a woman and not-not a woman. It is a strange state of not belonging but also of not 
being banished completely. And at the same time for a person in that state there is an effort to get 
out of oneself. In the state of displacement, forms live between being a person - a performer and 
being a character of the act. It is not only a moment that happens to the performer or a person 
going through the ritual. It is kind of an agreement between them and the audience or the com-
munity. They have to accept as well this simultaneous multiplication and break in status. (Schech-
ner 2006B, 91). The split somewhere in between one’s regular behavior and trying to cover up for 
someone who one could become when laughed at, or the one who is while falling down from the 
broken chair looking for a rational explanation saying that if the chair was not so weak it would 
not have happened. Though the act is not defined, not created and not performed willingly it is 
an involuntary act that surprisingly can make one into a character, an author of it and at the same 
time a performer.
The second situation of displacement happens, as Schechner describes in performance, in very 
moment of becoming public, on a stage. It is in the split between one who acts and one that is 
seen, between the person of performer-author-character that one is before and after the singular 
act and one that appears for the public in that singular act. It is nor one, nor the other. It is a form 
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of “not me” and “not, not me” who acts and appears. 
An idea was hunting me since before the OOPS! It came from Agamben’s writing on aphroismenos, 
separated and remnant and ‘non-people’, his idea of a state of being divided or separated, “[...] that 
which can never coincide with itself, as all or as part, that which infinitely remains or resists each di-
vision, and, with all due respect to those who govern us, never allows us to be reduced to a majority 
or a minority.” (Agamben 2005, 57)
It is not any more about a moment of displacement between a performer and his act or a moment 
of displacement that is leading to social transformation of an individual in the society as in rites of 
passage, but a displacement in the subject itself and in certain forms of public and collective subject, 
subject as people, subject that is many and not-all. This divided, displaced and covering moments of 
own lapses with little screens of amnesia subject’s way to being is only in ability to recognize own 
multiplicity and own non-convergence in the moments of act, not in between them. These moments 
of recognition produce little pieces of void, perhaps an actual opportunity to be. 
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Fragilisation

“The matrixial impossibility of not-sharing with the other is profoundly fragilizing; it demands 
its price, but also gives rise to its own beauty. Apart from the time-space of music and art, male 
subjects are more radically split from this archaic site of virtuality and potentiality, since their link 
with it stays on the archaic outside which is a too-early that is forever too-late for accessing in the 
Real of the separate body of the individual as a whole subject. “ (Ettinger 2004, 77)

“Matrixial co-emergence has a healing power, but because of the transgression of individual 
boundaries that it initiates and entails, and because of the selfrelinquishment and fragilization it 
appeals to, it is also potentially traumatizing.” (Ettinger 2006, 219)

“The artist doesn’t build a defense against this fragility but freely embraces it. Transmissibility 
and transformative potentialities ‘wake up’ to vibrate the virtual and real strings.” (Ettinger 2005, 
704)

“A matrixial co-emergence has a healing power, but because of the transgression of individual 
boundaries that it initiates and entails, and because of the self-relinquishment and fragilization it 
calls forward, it is also potentially traumatizing. Therefore, to become artistic or generate heal-
ing, the aesthetical transgression of individual borderlines (that occurs in any case with or with-
out our awareness or intention) calls for the awakening of a specific ethical attention and erotic 
extension: an artistic generosity.” (Ettinger 2005, 705-6)
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Co-attuning 
voice as a tool 
for developing 
new forms of 
sensibilities
by Heidi Fast

The aesthetical-ethical method of co-attuning voice is based on the thesis of the changes of 
sensitivity (neural system) and sensibility (ability to relate to others) in the arbitrary condi-
tions of current semiocapitalism. The project is artistic research. It arises from the practice 
of artwork: from the (co)attuning possibility of vocal voice. As part of a wider research proj-
ect, creating the basis for future art (Future Art Base, Aalto University), the inquiry is partic-
ularly focusing on the non-conceptual nature of this change, touching on human psychore-
activity. The hypothesis is that the affective capacity of sonorous voice has a specific place 
in effecting this non-conceptual level process. The act of attunement enters directly into the 
relation with the world and to the possibility (for the fight) of it´s positive re-attunement: 
vocal-bodily experiences may open routes for the radical transformation of sensibility. Art is 
seen as a tool to transform the conditions of life not by power, not by pure command, but by 
sensual orientation (Varto 2013). 
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What can the affective force of vocal voice do? How can it affect the position of being human 
more generally?

Sensibility is our most tangible borderline with the world. Coming from the greek word aes-
thesis, it notes both bodily and mental ability, (one changing in it´s sensitivity) to relate with 
the world. Specifically it is an ability to understand meanings that are not possible to express 
in a signifying level. As a basic human ability, existing in the conditions of the environmental 
forms of control of the arbitrary power of semiocapitalism, sensibility seems to be some-
what endagered at the moment. It needs to become “reattuned”. How? While seeking to 
explore the modulated relation between sensibility, economy and aesthetics, it has stood 
out that a. it is not possible to understand and touch the sphere of sensibility without artis-
tic, aesthetic-ethical perspective, and b. it is necessary for the bases and forms of artworking 
to take into account the affective effects that the operating of semiocapitalism bears to our 
psychoreactivity. 

Creating and re-habituating ones sensibility violates the obediance of arbitrary powers 
pure commands, (which does not refer to anything outside itself, Virtanen 2013). The act of 
sensibilitizing is thus about a process of slow and lightweight re-habituation: resisting the 
inscription of habits onto the life of the mind. The tool of co-attuning voice is not a therapy 
method – it´s a platform for delivering the moments of reattunemet between bodies and the 
surrounding space: it is a change between two bodily states on the level of non-signifying or-
ganization. This specific way of practicing ones sonorous, non-verbal voice, carries with it an 
ability to sensitize one´s relation to oneself, others and the surrounding, immediate world. 

So, this aesthetical-ethical process is always engaged with an immanent situation, environ-
ment, and with “several” (Bracha Ettinger) people “inhabituating” it. The tool proposes that 
the intimate event of attunement, where distance and proximity is constantly being re-at-
tuned, as artist, psychoanalyst Ettinger (2009) argues, creates a particular, compassionate 
“milieau”, that is in resonance, but differentiating from the interminable potential of “multi-
plicity”. As a practical tool, of a set of exercices and manners of approach, it proposes a possi-
bility to evolve and develop new and palpable sensibilities via voice.
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ROBIN HOOD

Robin Hood is an alternative investment model of precariat. 

Its business is minor asset management.

The cooperative was established in 2012 based on detailed analysis and understand-

ing of the imitative nature of the financial market and to challenge the elite asset man-

agement business. Robin Hood is in a sense like the Women’s banks were originally in 

Asia and Latin America, but updating the operation into the conditions of the financial 

economy of semiocapitalism. It is a social enterprise, a cooperatively owned tactical 

investment fund for the precarious workers, which tries to address the asymmetrical 

division between those who are able to create money by transforming it into financial 

capital (to earn money as separate income without work) and those whose only 

access to money is to work (possibly at any cost).

One of the key questions at the moment is the asymmetrical division between those 

who are able to create money by transforming it into financial capital, to earn money 

as separate income without work; and those whose only access to money is to work 

(possibly at any cost); or first take debt and then work. Robin Hood is developed as a 

strategic means to challenge this, to challenge the existing ways of doing things, both 

the elite asset management and the existing options the precariat has for financing its 

living (debt, work and destructive competition of it, wishful thinking, marginal commu-

nities, taking over government, hoping that somebody else like the state will take care 

of you...). Robin is a radical organizational and technological innovation, a possibility of 

political operation of building financial out-onomy in cooperation.

Why would we not cooperate to take also charge of the work our money can make 

together? Minor asset management. Even if looking like a purely financial operation, 

we are really after organization. Of experimenting and inventing a social process, 

when it seems impossible.

WE ARE LOOKING FOR NEW INVESTORS

ROBIN HOOD ROBS FROM THE FINANCIAL ELITE
ASSET MANAGEMENT FOR THOSE WITHOUT ASSETS
MINOR BRINGS TOGETHER PERSONAL AND POLITICAL
MINOR IS COLLECTIVELY PRODUCED
MINOR MAKES SOMETHING NEW POSSIBLE 
WHEN NOTHING SEEMS POSSIBLE

IMITATING THE WORLD’S BEST INVESTORS
DYNAMIC DATA MINING SYSTEM WAS MASSIVELY 
TESTED 2003-2009 AT THE US STOCK MARKETS

HOAX
MONSTER
PARASITE

NEVER SEE THE PROFITS
ONLY CARRY THE RISKS

PUT THEM TO WORK FOR US
NOBODY 
NOT EVEN THE BIG INVESTMENT INSTITUTIONS 
KNOWS EXACTLY WHAT TO DO

WE OPERATE A MASSIVE 
DYNAMIC VIRTUAL AGENT
TO ANALYZE TRANSACTIONS FROM 
MAJOR US STOCK EXCHANGES 
NYSE, NASDAQ, AMEX, ETC.

WE OBSERVE THE TRANSACTIONS
WHAT AND WHEN PEOPLE ARE 
BUYING AND SELLING

THIS IS MINOR ASSET MANAGEMENT
ANOTHER WAY TO OCCUPY WALL STREET
A POSSIBILITY OF POLITICAL OPERATION 
BUILDING FROM OUR MINOR ASSETS 
FINANCIAL OUT-ONOMY IN COOPERATION

ROBIN HOOD DOES THE ART OF KNOWING COMMON SENTIMENTS AND ANTICIPATING ITS MOVEMENTS

www.robinhoodcoop.org/

robinhood.cooperative@gmail.com

THEN WE RANK BUYERS AND SELLERS
TRANSFORM BARE BELIEFS INTO 
ANTICIPATORY TIMELINES
WE ARE ABLE TO SEE 
AN EMERGENCE OF A FORM,
FIELD OF CONSISTENCY

WE IDENTIFY THE MOST COMPETENT ACTORS
MANAGE OUR PORTFOLIO ACCORDING 
TO THEIR MOVEMENTS
WE OPERATE IN THE PURE SPACE OF IMITATION 
WE LET THE BANKERS PLAY THE CONTENTS
WE PLAY THE POSITION
WE DOMINATE THE RELATION

THERE IS ASYMMETRICAL DIVISION BETWEEN THOSE 
WHO ARE ABLE TO CREATE MONEY BY TRANSFORMING IT INTO FINANCIAL CAPITAL 
  TO EARN MONEY WITHOUT A NECESSITY TO WORK
AND THOSE WHOSE ONLY ACCESS TO MONEY IS TO WORK 
     TAKE DEBT AND THEN WORK

PROFANATION OF FINANCE

Minor Asset Management
COUNTER-INVESTMENT COOPERATIVE
OF THE PRECARIAT



Democratization 
of finance
A special interview with Robin Hood about the Helsingin Sanomat article
Pekka Piironen with Akseli Virtanen

Pekka: The article continues “Join Robin Hood, become a parasite of financial economy and you 
can access money which is not tied to the necessity to work. This is no joke!”

Robin Hood: The citation comes from the Media Facades Festival program which was part of the 
Helsinki Festival this summer. 

There are two points here: First, “parasite” is a concept by Michel Serres. What is important here 
is what it tells of the relationship we have with the financial market and its representatives. We 
let them do all the work, so to speak. Why? Because, as Serres writes, the one who plays the po-
sition wins always over the one who does the content. The latter is simple and naïve, the former 
complex and intelligent. By playing the position we dominate the relationship. It means that we 
have a relationship with the relationship itself. It is the meaning of the prefix “para” in the word 
parasite: to be on the side, not on the thing, but on the relationship. Parasite has relationships, it 
makes a system out of them.

Secondly, there is today an asymmetrical division between those who are able to create money by 
transforming it into financial capital (to earn money as separate income without work) and those 
whose only access to money is to work, possibly at any cost and condition – or first take debt, and 
then work. Robin Hood is developed as a strategic means to challenge this debt mechanism of 
control and limiting our future. We offer also this other group of people a possibility of income 
which is not tied to the necessity to work. It is a very concrete opening of the field of possible. It 
is an element of independence.  That is why we can talk about democratization of finance. Or of 
profanation of finance: of taking something sacred, which we are not allowed to touch or which 
only the priests can touch and understand – just think about the economy, the financial market 
and its priests today – and returning it to common use and play. 

Pekka: The story talks about the “freak in the world of banking” about which papers wrote during 
the summer 2012 and that the cooperative was established by “a group of professors in econom-
ics and the arts in the Aalto University”.

Robin Hood: This is true, even if the professors were maybe not the majority in this group! The 
founding members of the cooperative were: Tero Nauha, Karolina Kucia, Liisa Välikangas, Heidi 
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Fast, Kari Yli-Annala, Jan Ritsema, Sakari Virkki, Teemu Mäki, Ana Fradique, Lauri Kananoja, Val-
entina Desideri, Pekka Piironen and Akseli Virtanen. Now we have over one hundred members 
from thirteen different countries. 

Pekka: The article says also that the goal was to produce money for those who need it, so that 
they could be free from wage labour, and that Robin Hood told that it utilized a program coded by 
Sakari and that the program had been tested and developed for eight years. “The assets invested 
by the members would be placed in the stock market, and the effective program would take care 
of the rest.”
Robin Hood: I would say that our aim was to bend financialization of economy to the benefit of 
those who have this far been paying its costs: workers at the mercy of the precarization of labor 
market, suffering from the insecurization of labor market, of decreasing price of labor and of 
downsizing of the welfare state. That states quite clearly the relationship of our starting points. 
Disinflation is like the monetary relationship of the financialization of economy and precarization 
of work.

From the beginning we said that we are utilizing the inefficiency of the financial market and our 
deep understanding of how public opinion, or market sentiment, organizes the multitude of 
actors at the market. The assets of the cooperative would be invested at the market by follow-
ing and imitating the emerging consensus action, or swarming, of the world’s best investors. The 
dynamic data mining system coded by Sakari was massively tested for over six years 2003-2009 
at the US stock markets. But eight years of product development is an understatement, 20 years 
is much more closer to truth. 

The hypothesis of the efficient market is by the way one of the most important truths of the cur-
rent economic policies. Our operation is based on a completely different understanding on how 
the market works and what are the mechanisms of creating economic value today, for example 
the role of flock behavior, origin of imitation and means of controlling a swarm in this. 

We are dealing here with so much more than “a computer program”. For example the whole Pol-
emos book series we have published with Tutkijaliitto, has been created for building this under-
standing. There are wonderful books published in this series, from the best economic and political 
thinkers at the moment. For example Christian Marazzi’s Language and Capital, Maurizio Laz-
zarato’s Revolutions of Capitalism, Franco Berardi’s Info-Labour and Precarious States of Mind, 
Akseli Virtanen’s Critique of Biopolitical Economy, Bracha Ettinger’s Co-Poiesis, Félix Guattari’s 
Chaosmosis, the famous Dictionary of New Work which was based on a long lecture series at 
the School of Economics etc. It is important to understand that the parasite coded by Sakari is an 
important part of the operation, but what is really important is the approach behind it, that is, the 
understanding of the changed nature of creation of value. I don’t know how I could emphasize 
this more. It sounds so funny, when somebody just says that here are these dudes investing based 
on a program – I mean after all the research, and books and years of theoretical and experimental 
work we have put into this.

Pekka: The reporter continues that discussions on the net suspected that the operation was a 
hoax and that Robin Hood created bewilderment by its appearance on the important contempo-
rary art festival Kassel Documenta.
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Robin Hood: We have noticed that we cannot fight against these “it must be a hoax” claims by 
arguments, somehow it seems that something more is here at stake, something that goes beyond 
rational communication – but we don’t want to stir up this distrust too much, even if we have 
used it in many places for our benefit. I have thought that this kind of impossibility to accept Rob-
in Hood as it is (as a “monster” and a “parasite”) tells about the bafflement in front of a paradox 
and about an attempt to deal with it by forcing Robin Hood into some familiar category (hoax, art 
project, greedy entrepreneurship etc.) so that one could sleep at night and go on with the self-evi-
dencies of one’s life.

The reference to Kassel Documenta is good, it was a very important event for us in many senses. 
I think that the best economic analyses come at the moment from the sphere of art, not from the 
departments of economy and business. So little they have been able to say anything innovative 
for example about the current European crises.

Pekka: Robin Hood has been in operation for a year. The co-op was running a workshop in a cafe 
in Kallio?

Robin Hood: Here I would like to thank the production team of Media Facades Festival and ev-
erybody who were involved in the production from our part - Minna Tarkka, Saara Rautio, Maria 
Candia, Ana Fradique, Julio Lucio, Saija Salonen, Kalle Kuisma, Emmi Vainio, Tere Vadén, Akseli 
Virtanen etc. did really exceptional work. We would also like to thank our special guests Antti 
Ronkainen and Paavo Järvensivu with whom we got forward with many things. The workshop 
was about economic, political and ethical premises and consequences of Robin Hood.

Pekka: And there was an international audience: artists, activists, professors? The newspaper 
writes that the chalkboard is full of diagrams and words like income, wage, immaterial labor, com-
mons, and that names of radical philosophers like Jacques Derrida are dropped in the discussion?

Robin Hood: We are researchers of economy and organization. We knew already at the mid 
1990’s that this will not become a picnic when we started using thinkers like Michel Foucault, 
Jacques Derrida, Gilles Deleuze, Félix Guattari and then the Italian post-operaist thinkers to 
study and understand economy better instead of the main stream economic and business theory. 
Yet, without caring about the consequences, we have continued with our work because we knew 
that we are right - if we wanted really to understand how economy works today. I am little proud 
that we have not given up, even if it has not been easy for us. Through this work and persisten-
cy we have now perhaps invented something significant: a new understanding of the creation of 
value at the financial market and a mechanism of distributing this knowledge, which we call Robin 
Hood.

Pekka: The article says also that Robin Hood is connected to the ideas on basic income, that the 
activists are overturning capitalism through the stock exchange?

Robin Hood: Yes, the arguments for basic income are in fact quite similar. But “overturning” be-
longs to the political means of the last century and not those of Robin Hood. What is important 
for understanding Robin Hood, it to understand why the old political means of building indepen-
dent life do not work anymore and why we need to invent new means. One good essay where 
this is explained in by the way is Franco Berardi’s and Akseli Virtanen’s From Arbitrary Power to 
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Morphogenesis.

Pekka: It says in the article that “now new winds are blowing in Aalto University, both in terms of 
financing and research topics. Originally, Robin Hood was a project in the Future Art Base co-or-
dinated by Virtanen for the university. It was presented as an university level top priority strate-
gic initiative by the department of art in October. After information on Robin Hood reached the 
highest management of the university, Virtanen was told that the financing for the whole Future 
Art Base will be terminated. “It was feared that Robin Hood causes damage to Aalto’s reputation”, 
Virtanen says.”

Robin Hood: It was a surprise that they did what they did without even trying to find out what this 
project was about. A preemptive action. I want to say this because we had prepared Robin Hood 
very carefully, together with Aalto Center for Entrepreneurship and their lawyers, we knew that 
there was nothing “illegal” or “dubious” about Robin Hood.

Pekka: The story also says that Robin Hood is a paradox, a monster, an experiment in creating a 
new social form and that it irritates people?

Robin Hood: Yes, I would say that we are an experiment in creating a new social form. “Paradox”, 
“concept” and “monster” are attempts to articulate this new form. Paradox causes problems to 
common understanding and categorizations, as if it did not fit within the boundaries of normal 
life. It is about creation of these new forms of which I talked about before. Paradox reveals the 
limits of our current understanding. Monster instead is something unpleasant, disgusting and 
a-natural, where there are together elements which do not “normally” belong together like art, 
economy and politics.

Pekka: And the art audience in Documenta did not easily stomach the performance by the Robin 
Hoods?

Robin Hood: It was a fairly elaborate installation or performance, whose form was a paradox. A 
lot has been written about it, but I can say it again: Robin Hood is an attempt to think about the 
possibility of cooperation in a condition where it seems that distrust, suspicion and exploitation 
of others have become the most important means of our survival. We have talked about these 
as the precarious states of mind. What does a cooperation of opportunists look like? How does a 
community of depressed function? Or cooperation in a situation where we are exhausted by the 
fact that we need to put all our thoughts, feelings, tastes and relationships to work all the time 
in every short term project we get. These states of mind are organic part of the way in which the 
economy works. Economy has become production of subjectivity. Here is also the reason why the 
old political means – like solidarity, creation of a collective conscious subjectivity, creation of your 
own values – are not operational anymore and we need to create new forms, paradoxes, monsters 
which don’t fit to the normal easy flow of thought and action and may seem disgusting, especially 
from the perspective of the old morality of the left.

Pekka: The curator accused you of concentrating only on money? 

Robin Hood: Carolyn, with whom we have a very warm relationship, got in the end quite irritat-
ed and red and shouted that we only think about money, even if the whole Dokumenta13 for 
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example was made with love! And the entire big art audience nodded and hummed as a sign of 
consensus. We answered that we know the situation very well, because we work and produce 
everything all the time only with love – and it is exactly this which exhausts us. Robin Hood offers 
affective rest in this situation. This affective rest – that the members do not need to put all their 
abilities and skills and relationships to work, to create a community etc – with still a possibility of 
income, is in the core of Robin Hood. Documenta13 crystallized it almost perfectly.

Pekka: The profit made by Robin Hood is distributed to the members, who have the possibility of 
either keeping the whole amount or giving a part of it to the common pool of the co-op? 

Robin Hood: That is right.
Pekka: The newspaper says that the investments by Robin Hood have been doing really well? 

Robin Hood: I think so. We were able to create a start-up that financed itself already during its 
first year by income funding.

Pekka: Then the reporter talks about the proof of the existence of the portfolio, the Ernst & 
Young auditor’s report on the cooperative accounts from the first year and the portfolio report by 
Interactive Brokers?

Robin Hood: This is a very interesting question. How to be certain that the Robin Hood portfolio 
exists? How do be certain of a value of something? Because this is what she is really asking: does 
Robin Hood really exist, does its portfolio exist, and how she can be certain of that. And as an an-
swer we provide formal documents, auditing reports by Ernst & Young, portfolio reports by one 
of the most respected broker houses in the world etc. How did the clients of Bernie Madoff trust 
him? How to become certain that a portfolio, any portfolio of any bank, really exists? Or how to be 
certain of a value of a loan for example? Or of a value of a currency like Euro? How is trust creat-
ed, this is the question at core of Robin Hood. And this is also why the clergy tries to refuse our 
entrance to the temple, so that the emperor without clothes would not be revealed.

Pekka: According to the newspaper, the value of the Robin Hood portfolio rose 30,75 percent 
in the first year. It means that Robin Hood beat almost all of the funds operating on the US stock 
market in the world. Then she asks: “Is Robin Hood business, art, or a bold philosophical experi-
ment? It fits all of those contexts.”

Robin Hood: That is quite beautifully put. 30,75%.....Hahhah… no, I mean the latter sentence. I 
would have added that Robin Hood is also an economic experiment. I would like to emphasize 
this, the economic side of Robin Hood, because it is from here that the so called “economic ex-
perts” are trying to dismiss us. This is what the priests repeat: you philosophers and artists and 
temporary worker, you have no access here, to the temple, you don’t understand, you cannot 
come here, you cannot touch this, you must let us deal with this. The funniest thing of course is, 
that Robin Hood has been able to create something that this clergy will not understand. This is of 
course our best protection.

Pekka: Finally she writes that “the fundamental idea seems to be that the enemy can be beaten by 
joining with it.”

Robin Hood: We don’t in fact join financial capital, we use it and appropriate it, like a parasite – 
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unless you can think that a parasite joins its host. We are trying to find a way forward from the 
financialization of economy. Did you know that while the size of the derivative market has in the 
past 30 years grown to become over 20 times bigger than entire world Gross National Product, 
the number of banks has at the same time decreased by 40%? For example, only nine big banks 
control almost the entire derivative market. It has nothing to do with free competition or “may 
the best win”. During the first 3 months of 2013 alone, I repeat, the first 3 months alone, the net 
profit of Goldman Sachs was over 2,26 billion dollars, HSBC 6,35 billion dollars, JP Morgan 6,53 
billion dollars…. It is quite a lucrative business.

Bending the financialization of economy into the advantage of precarious workers. Transforming 
the private profits into shared resources. Creating a relation to money which works as a means of 
freedom, escape, and increase of independence. Profanating finance,  returning its space to com-
mon use and play. This is our business.

And our strategy is genious. Just like Akseli says, we appropriate the means of production finan-
cial capital has in its use, its skills and knowledge, we share them and put them to work for us. It is 
another way to occupy Wall Street.

Pekka: Thanks for the interview, Robin Hood!
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